


Kilwell SAS 75th Anniversary Edition 9' #6 4 p, 
To commemorate 75 years of service to New Zealan 
Kilwell have released 75 only special edition fly rods.· 
Based on the successful SAS 9064 rod, the anniversary 
edition is finished in Matt Black with gold trim, 
gold guides and commemorative label, 
this is a must have for any tackle 
collector or fisherman. 
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Sharkskin - the ultimate casting experience 

Scientific Anglers has incorporated 3M's 

revolutionary Microreplication technology 
into our new ultimate fly line. With precise 
repeating structures that mimic natural 
surfaces, Sharkskin gives you the best of 
both nature and science. 

Long front taper for 
smoother delivery at any 
distance. Works like a DT 
in close, excels at distance 
too. Excellent for roll 
casting, mending and 

Microscopic view long pick-ups 
of Sharkskin line 

Microtextured surfaces trap air, 
improve floatation, reduce drag 
on line pickup, & shed water on 
backcast. 

ASK YOUR FAVOURITE SPECIALIST Microreplication: strengthened 
STORE TO TRY THEIR OEMO LINE coating integrity and increase 

durability. 
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By John Gibbs 
Tau po Fishery Arc:1 Manager 

Pbotol>y: 

Kim Ale.Ytmde,�n,rla 

Fishery foreword 

WELCOME TO THIS ISSUE OF TARGETTAUPO. It's funny sometimes that no matter 
how we try, we still struggle to get it right. In Issue 57 I wrote how l had been 

� . � corrected for my long-term mis·spelling of the title of this column 
as "Forward". I happily confessed my sin and announced that from 
then on I would use the spelling "l'oreward" ancl proceeded to 
do just that. Well thank you John Parsons (again) and a couple of 
other readers who have pointed out that I still had it wrong ancl 
the indubitably correct spelling is actually "Foreword' ". 
Well, it really i s  a period of mixed fortunes in theTaupo Fishery just 
now. That the fishery is going through a downturn in quality ancl 
productivity is not disputed. Similar events have happened sevcml 
times in its century·long existence and this is hardly surprising 
given that it is dominated by natural influences such as floods, 
droughts and even volcanic eruptions. On top of all this are the 
impacts of human ac1ivity including urbanisation, intensification of 
agricultural land use, declining water quality, energy development, 

increasing angling pressure, etc. The factors controlling the state of the fishery at any 
one time are complex and some of them not well understoocl. DOC takes this very 
seriously and the fishery team are very focused on monitoring and research to inform 
appropriate management ,·esponses. Toe simple answer is: it's not simple! 
Over the last rwo years chesc changes have been addressed at length in Target raupo, 

and again in Glenn Maclean's feature article in this issue. While it is perfectly reason· 
able that anglers are concerned about the present state of the fishery, as is the Fishery 
team, it is di�,tppointing to see some of the ill-informed commentS being made. It is 
even more damaging when some of those comments are made b)' civic leaders. 
The management of thcT:1upo fishery is paid for solely by anglers' licence fees at no 
cost to the community. The fishery is a recreational resource of international impOr· 
tance. Generating some S80M annually, it is arguably the single most important asset 
in maintaining theTaupo district visitor industry - the mainstay of our tourism-based 
economy. Thus, much of the wealth of the community rides on the back of the fishery. 
It seems strange that people would publicly denigrate such an important source of 
the district's prosperity without at least taking the trouble to ascertain the facts. 
As I implored last time, please read these articles carefully and form your views using 
all the information available. Better still, come along to the public fishery forum at the 
Lake Tau po Yacht Club on LI September and have your say. 
On the upside, the Uke Otamangakau fishery is going through a boom at present. 
The last few years have seen a steady increase in trout numbers and indications are 
that theTeWhaiau Stream spawning run this y<.-ar will be a record. In its brief 36 )'Car 
existence this fishery has gone through cycles with large variations in trout numbers 
and size. Although its ecology is quite different from l..�keTaupo it docs illustrate yet 
again that wild fisheries are not constant in their attributes or state. 
We also received a huge boost in late July with the :mnouncement by Genesis Eneri,')' 
that it was expanding its partnership with DOC and theTongariro NacionaJTrout Centre 
Society. Genesis has pledged $ J M over the ne.xt five years to the trout centre. Half of 
this will fund the popularTaupo forTomorrow education programme and the remainder 
will go towards the development of a wh.io (blue duck) captive rearing consen,acion 
project and an aquarium ar the site. It's great to see a major player in the local commu
nity take such a large part in helping with the sustainability of the fishery. 
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By G-lcnn Maclean 

Glenn is our Programme 

Managcr,Ted1nic:d Support, 

and manages 1he 

t'CS4..-arch and monitoring, 

work done in tl1e area 

Top: Wild winttr storms 

are the catalyst for the klkc 

mixing each wimer 

Pb<>to byjulle c·,wwcs 

Fishery Doomed - Yeah Right! 

A:he risk of being proven wrong 
ver the next (ew months, au the 
dications are that the fishery is 

beginning to rebound from last season's 
low point. 
Over the last I 8 months there has been 
considerable concern expressed about 
the small size of the trout atTaupo, and 
in particular their poor condition. In 
many ways these characteristics go hand 
in hand. If the trout arc in poor condi
tion then they are unlikely to grow well 
and so remain small. However trout may 
also be small simply because they are 
young.As it has turned out the fish were 
small because of both these reasons. 
The later spawning runs in the Taupo 
Fishery arc now very well documented. 

For example last year ;8% of the total 
rainbow trout run passed through the 
Waipa trap in October ,md November. 
This pattern of later spawning has 
now been in place nearly a decade. 
Traditionally peak spawning occurred 
in August through early September, so 
baby trout now emerge from the gravels 
perhaps three months later than previ
ously occuued. Given the young trout 
arc growing approximately I mm a clay 
once they start feeding on smelt in the 
lake, then being 3 months younger may 
make a difference of perhaps J 00mm in 
length. Whereas typically a young trout 
would pass through the m.ininmm legal 
length limit of 4;cm inacoun<IDecember, 
now even in. late summer and autumn 
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Figure J: Avcrnge length of rainbow tr0ut through theWaipa crap t998 to 2007 

many of the trout are smaller than this. 
However as became evident through last 
winter the trout were also in generally 
poor condition and simpl)' didn't grow. 
This was exemplified by more than 
12% of the run through the Wai pa trap 
being shorter than 45cm as mature fish, 
compared to less than I percent in 2000, 
or even in 2005 when the late runs were 
already firmly established. The poor 
growth is also reflected in the reduced 
average size of fish measured through 
the trap (figure I). Note that even in the 
years of later spawning runs rhe fish srill 
cypicaUy mature at or close l0 the long 
term average size, it is just they make 
this growth in rhe Jake over winter now, 
rather than as previously over summer 
tmcl autllmll. 
So what was the cause of the poor 
growth last year and is it a long term 
concern? In simple terms the lake 
went ch.rough a period of poor produc
tivity, most likely as a result of not fully 
mixing in 2005 and no, it is nor a long 
term concern unless changes in the 
climate were to make this a more regular 
occurrence. 
TypicaUy each summer the surface 
waters of the lake heat up creating a layer 
of warmer waler noating on top of the 
cooler bottom waters. 17ie density differ -

ence between the two layers becomes 
such that they cannot physically mix. 
Much of the life is in the top layer where 
r he light is, but as this dies ancl sinks into 
the bottom waters, the nutrients previ
ously tocked up in the cells are released 
back into the water. By late autumn the 
surface waters have become low in nutri
ents having been used up by the various 
algae, and the bortom waters nutrient 
rich but unavailable. 
However in nearly all years as winter 
progresses the surface waters begin to 
cool, once again reducing the density 
difference between the rwo layers. With 
the onset of wild winter storms churning 
the surface waters these layers mi.X. 
Suddenly an enormous boost of nutrients 
is again available to the phytoplankton 
(small plants, many of which are micro
scopic algae which float in the surface 
waters). It's no different to putting fertil
izer on your lawn t:O make your grass grow, 
and this stimulates a whole new cycle of 
growth. As the phytoplankton thrive so 
too do the zooplankton which are the 
small creatures which feed on algae. In 
turn the smelt feed on the zooplank·ton 
and the trout on the smelr. 
Or at least that is how it works in most 
years. However in 2005 the lake clid not 
Cull)' mix and many of the nutrients were 
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... , 
not re-circulated back into the surf.Ice 
waters. Perhaps surprisingly the flow-on 
impacts on the smelt population do not 
appear to have occurred until 2007, rather 
than a single year later. This is certainly 
something we have learnt from this 
episode. in any year the size of the smelt 
p<>pulation is limited by tile lack of food 
in earl)' winter, not by trout predation as 
we tend to imagine. Many simply starve 
to death. in rhe winter of 2007 mere was 
likely even less food available than usual 
and mortality amongst the smelt even 
more severe, reducing the population to 
unusually low levels. Not surprising then 
that trout in the Jake found it tougl1 too. 

Since 2005 the lake has mixed each 
winter and given how cold and wild 
this winter has been so far it will almost 
certainly mix again in 2008.Howcver the 
improvement in conditions takes a little 
while to flow through. For example, the 
smelt population can't rebound until it 
actually spawns and produces new fish, 
which occurred in spring and summer 
lltis year.As a consequence the biomass 
of smelt has only started to build in the 
last few months and we are now �rnrting 
to see a mtirked improvement in the 
condition of the trout.The key are those 
fish coming into the river from now on 
that have had the opportunity to feed 
up in the lake in recent months. Their 
condition will tell the story. 
It seems to be one of those low points 
that come along in na11.m1I systems 
occasional ly .A comparable example is 
the drought experienced in the central 
North Island over sunu11er and autumn 
this year. On local farms a lack of rain 
meant no grass growth and the stock 
struggled. Farmers have had to reduce 
stock numbers but even then the 
remaining aninlals have generally done 
it hard and not made much growth.This 
has continued into winter because while 
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111c indi<.�1tions that things 

are looking up -J\Jldrew 

Christn1:t.'> ,;vith � cour>le of 

grcatTau1>0 fish froin the 

10ag.'triro -June 2008 

Plx>to IJyjulie Greaves 

the rains finally came, by then tempera
tures were too cold for grass to grow ancl 
so it's a tough period until next spring. 
\Ve all expect it to recover and business 
to resume as normal, it was just one of 
those unusual climatic evems and so too 
with the lake. 
In fact over time the lake is generally 
becoming more nm.rient rich reflected 
by the reduced water clarity, albeit that 
it is still very clear by many standards. 
Clarity is a f\Jnction of not having too 
many little green algal ceJJs floating 
around in the water and the Clarity of 
Lake Tau po reflects that it is a relatively 
unproductive sysrem. Intuitively this 
seems con1radictory; we think ofTaupo 
as a very healthy ecosystem because it 
is clear, but this also reflects that life is 
relatively hard. The trend of a decline 
in warer quality, that is more nutrients 
in the water, may benefit the fishery at 
least in the short term but it is a very 
dangerous road co go clown, hence the 
measures being implemented to try and 
maintain tl1e quality of the lake. 
A related issue is the question of whether 

there arc too many trout. Many of )'OU 
may argue not, based on your angling 
success over the last season and in reality 
both answers arc right.As evidenced by 
the Waipa trap last year (figure 2) the 
run was one of the lowest since I 998, 
and our counts of spawning fish in other 
eastern tributaries were below average 
ro i1vcrage also. 
However given tl1e conditiOJl of the 
trout then maybe there were coo mao)' 
for the available food. Again using our 
farming example, many farmers reduced 
stock numbers but if 1here is no grass 
growth then it is still a struggle for what 
is left, short of having almost no stock. 
One option on the farm is to buy in stock 
food (if it makes economic sense which 
is debatable in the central North Island at 
present), but 1h.is is not an option on the 
lake.The practicalitics ofdistributi.ngsmelt 
around 1.he 193 k.rn of shoreline on a daily 
basis are absurd, the only hope would be 
if we could release huge numbers to live 
in the lake for the trout to feed on over 
the following months. PracricaJly, smelt 
are one of the most fragile and difficult to 



hanclle freshwater species, but even more 
critically if there isn't enough food for the 
existing smelt population chen it's not a 
good idea to add even more smelt. If your 
cows are starving you don't go om and 
buy more. 
A common question is whether anglers 
should keep a prime Taupo rainbow if 
the fishery is struggling. If it is a large 
early nm fish then maybe it would be 
preferable to let this fish spawn; there 
aren't that many of them at present. 
However by all means cake a smaller 
fish or later running large trout, it is part 
of the Taupo fishery to take and enjoy 
a prime eating fish, and if anything an 
increased harvest is desirable at present. 
tee's also address a couple of other 
concerns anglers have raised. Catfish 
:ere not the cause of the reduced smelt 
numbers .  As discussed in 'Catfish fn a Goldfish Bowl' on page ;9, catfish 
numbers have stabilised in recent years 
at much a much lower level than their 
peak in 2000, ironically also the lase major 
peak in the trout population. Catfish are 
opporninistic feeders eating whate,,er 
they can find on the bottom. In fact they 
are very clumsy feeders, feeding mostly 
by couch and smell with no real abiliry 
co catch mobile prey like smelt. Wacch.iJ\g 
them feed reminds me of a pig feeding, 
ha.If blind to what is going on around 
them but very quick to smell food left on 
the grom1d. Catfish cJeari)' feed on smelt 
which have ctied on the bortom but they 
are not an influential predator of live 
smelt. 
A mol'e effective predator are the shags. 
Shags are a narural predator world wide 
and the T.�upo Fisher)' was established 
in the presence of large shag numbers, 
wl1ich previously fed on d1e koaro (white
bait) and koura. They are pa11 and parcel 
of the ecosystem and their munbers are 
much more influenced by the size of 
the smelt population than the other way 
around. By and l.crge smelt are a species 
of the deep open waters where they are 
out of reach of the shags. Shags have to 

make do with the smelt on the fringes, 
either those close co the surface or in the 
shallows and almost certainly if the smelt 
population has declined then so too will 
the shag population on the back of this. 
WHERE TO l•ROM HERE? 

The rain that broke the drought in late 
April bought a short fltu-ry of trout intO the 
rivers but generally there were relatively 
few fish in the rivers through to late June. 
Til.is was reflected in our spawning counts 
and the very low run recorded tlu-ough 
the Waipa trap to this point. However 
tl1e vigorous weather patterns that have 
swept the central North Island since 
have been the catalyst for considerably 
larger nms and we expect these to build 
further over the coming months. Perhaps 
most encouraging though is the marked 
improvement in the condition of many of 
the fresh fish. TI1ey are not a.II wonderful 
and indeed we don't expect them co be, 
if for no other reason than that there is 
a significant component of the run t11at 
are repeat spawners from lase year. These 
fish were small and tired then, and are 
never going co develop into particularly 
good specimens. Tc is early clays but it does 
appear that the condition of the maiden 
trout has inlproved significantly in recent 
months. Similarly anglers are reporting 
catching trout in some pa1ts of the lake 
spewing smelt. n1esc maiden fish are not 
neccssat·ily going co be big fish as their 
growth was likely checked over summer, 
but they arc now carrying more weight 
and fighting correspondingly harcler. 
So we are not too concerned about the 
issue of trom condition but tl1is still leaves 
the issues associated with the pattern of 
late spawning. The smaller size of the 
trout simply because they are younger, 
has a number of tmdesirable impacts; 
1. Much o f  the catch on the lake over 
summer is less than the current legal 
length of 45cm which is a significant 
disappointment for lake anglers 
2. This means anglers are releasing a 
considerable portion of their catch at a 
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Gebhard Krewitt ,vilh a 
3 .4kg (7.5lb)Tongariro 

rainbow.Jul)' 2008. 
P/;010 by.Joe Beattie 

time of year when chis is not desirable 
because of reduced sun•ival 
3. There i s  very strong selection 
pressure on the few remaining early 
spawners because these arc the majority 
of fish which exceed the size limit. 
Similarly there arc relatively few of d1e 
these fish in the early winter run when 
there are large numbers of anglers on 
the river and so they are subjected to 
intense pressure. 
4. The fish which are protected in the 
lake by the current size limit largely 
don't benefit the winter i-iver anglers 
either, because they run after most river 
anglers have given chcir sport away for 
the year. 
5. Shifting the period the trout spend 
in the lake towards a greater time over 
late winter when smelt numbers are at 
their lowest may impact on their overall 
size 
To address some of these issues we are 
reducing the mininrnm size limit to 
40cm.\Ve had hoped co have this in place 
for the start of the new season but the 
change is still passing through the legis
lative process. However it is happening 
and should be in place shortly. We 

have held off printing the bulk of our 
licences so as to hopefully incorporate 
this change on the reprint, and it will be 
publicised widely when it occurs. 
There may also be some other options 
available to us in the medium term 
depending on the outcomes of 
Elizabed1 �leeg's genetic investigations 
(see page 48). If the tin1ing of spawning 
is linked to shifts in the genetic makeup 
of the population than we maybe able 
to manipulate this by exploitrng the 
later run fish more and protecting rhe 
early run fish. For example we could 
have a closed season over part or all 
of the rivers early in the nm and an 
open season covering the later part of 
the run. Another option i s  the use of 
minin1um and maximum size limits to 
protect the desirable large early run 
fish.There are likely to be a number of 
variations which we coolcl explore and 
at this stage we are flagging that we are 
in fuvour of a return to an autumn run 
if this can be achieved. 
While we believe that conditions are 
improving in the lake we have come to 
the view in recent tinies rhat it is the 
functioning of the lake that is the key to 
decermining the size of the crout popula
tion :md the size and condition of indi
vidual fish, all other tilings being equal. 
Ln light of this emphasis on needing to 
understand how the lake influences d1e 
fishery we arc currently re,•iewing our 
key information needs and how we can 
best address these.There will be more on 
this in the next issue of Tcwget Ttwj)o. 
The reduccion in the size limit is a big 
seep forward. On its own it will not 
bring the spawni,,g runs back earlier but 
ic will make a significant difference to 
anglers' enjoyment and opponuaity. It's 
not all doom and gloom. 

Note: There w,11 be a puhhc presentation on the status of the: lhher) on the 
11 Scptcmher at the ·1:1upo Yacht Club at 5 30pm If you would like lo attend 
pkasc ath·isc Kim, ema,I kcuna@doc.govc nz or 07 386 9259 
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TAUPO FISHERY REGULATIONS AMENDMENT UPDATE 

As discussed above the amendment to reduce the minimum size limit 
to 40 cm has been approved by the Minister of Conservation and is 
progressing through the legislative process. We expect it to be signed 
off shortly. It is an essential change and will be brought in as soon as 
available which will be mid season.The cha11ge will be widely publi
cised in the media, with posters in local shops, on the reprint of the 
licences and on the DOC website. If you are unsure of the status give 
us a ring on (07) 386 8607 or email fishinfo@doc.govt. nz. 
TI1e other much more minor amendmencs designed to clarify the intent 
of some existing regulations and also to remove the depth restrictions on 
downriggers wllich were discussed in "Minor Amendments to Fishc,y 
Regulations'' in 'Rlrget Taupo #57 will also come in at the same time. 
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Fishery History Documented 

P
ukawa resident John Ball is 
embarking on :m exciting project 
tO create a documentary on the 

hiStOf)' of the Taupo Fishery. flailing 
originally from Canada, John came 
to New Zealand in 1970 to instruct at 
the Chate:,u Ski School. This began a 
cycle of 35 years of continuous winters 
instructing, directing ski schools and 
coaching in Canada, USA and New 
Zeala11cl. Having spent 20 years working 
full time on 1'vloun1 Ruapchu directing 
ski schools at Whakapapa and 1\1roa, he 
is now a New Zealand citizen and resides 
at the southern encl of Lake Tau po more 
or less full time. 
This is not the first time John has 
embarked on such a project having earlier 
made a documentary on the history of 
skiing on Mount Ruapehu. It was the 

story of the many skiing pioneers who 
helped make a contribmion to the devel
opment of the sport. The story seemed 
to touch the hearts and souls of many 
and reached a wide audience screening 
in cinemas around the country and often 
to a full house. 
So with the Ruapehu documentary under 
h.is belt, John looked for anothe,: similar 
story.And he didn't have to look far.Joh11 
saw the history of the Tau po Fishery as 
another gre-ilt New Zealand story of the 
cooperative spirit of many t o  achieve 
something for aU to share. John decided 
for chis documentary, that he would 
trace the development of trout fishing 
from its begi.ru1i.ng when the first brown 
rroUL were introduced to the lake and itS 
tributaries to where it is today, a v:tlued 
recreational resource IJ1at makes a huge 



contribution to the local economy as weU 
as being a valued culmral heritage. Three 
Lines of this history wW be explored: 
• government involvement and manage 
ment 
• the role of Ngati 1\1whareroa, the 
owners of the lake and river beds 
• the stories of anglers and businesses that 
have used and benefited from the fishery 
John would like co include stories and 
memories of the many who have been 
involved in the fishery. He believes that 
history is about people and their stories 
have to be recorded to be preserved. If 
we wait too long, too many generations 
will have passed so some stories wiU be 
lost forever. 
tie sees this documentary as having an 
appeal to the many users of the fishery. 
In addition it will be an educational 
1001 to increase peoples' knowledge, 
understanding and appreciation of this 
economic and cultural heritr,ge. The.: 
docu mentary will also go bei•ond history 

and touch a bit on the fumre. There are 
many threats to the fishery: water quality, 
didymo,rivcr modified flows to mention 
a few.John believes that research may be 
carried out co undersrand the causes of 
these tl1reats but often it requires edUC<'l· 
tion to change peoples' ideas and habits 
before the necess.<iry corrective actions 
take place. Hopefully this documentary 

will go some way towards providing 
that education. 
John anticipates that the documentary will 
take 18 months to complete. He requires 
the generous cooperation of many people 
to make this project possible :md is in need 
of archive material such as photographs 
and fum, and most importantly peoples' 
time to sit down in front of the camera. 
If you could be of assistance and have 
some stories or information about the 
T.1upo fishery, John would love to hear 
from yon. His contact details arc (E-mail) 
jbproductions@ihug.co.nz or (phone) 
(07) 386; 138. 

Farewell to Rob 

R
ob Mclay (in his moustache clays) 
doing what he enjoyed most 
1ands on in the river working with 

trout. After 35 years working in conserva
tion, a good deal of that with the 1.llupo 
Fishery Rob retired in early July to bead 
back to his roots in the deep south. One 
of the old school, Rob was highly valued 
for his understanding of and instinctive 
feel for the resource, and his robust prag
matic approach, a great balance for some 
of us more ethereal types. We can't do 
his comribution justice in the short time 
before this issue goes to print so we will 
proftle Rob's important contribution to 
NZ sports fisheries and Taupo in partic
ular in the next issue of Target Tempo. 
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The Waihukahuka Stream 

T
he ·rongariro National Trout 
Centre (TNTC) is an important 
facility for the Ta\1po Fishery. In 

partnership with rhe'longariro National 
Trout Centre Society, the site offers a 
fully functional trout hatchery (a back
stop should a catastrophe ever strike 
the wild fishery) and a variety of dis
plays, activities and ongoing education 
programmes that are essential ro raising 
the profile and understanding of fresh
water fisheries in the Taupo region and 
throughout the world. However, few 
people realise that there is an important 
natural feature of the TNTC site upon 
which all of these things depend. It is 
the Waihukahuka Stream or as it was 
popularly known 'the hatchery stream'. 

Although often taken for granted, the 
constant clean water supply of this small 
Tongariro River tributary is the lifeblood 
that supports au thatTNTC functionality 
is  about. 
This article is a journey through the 
development of TNTC with refer

ence ro the Waihukahuka Stream. The 
journey begins in 1923 when the then 
Marine Oepartmem's Chic::f Inspector of 
Fisheries, L. EAyson, was asked ro inves
tigate suitable sires in tl1e Taupo region 
for the establishment of a trout hatchery. 
Ayson's investigations culminated in the 
recommendation that the Wai.hukahuka 
Stream be used and this was followed 
by a decision by the Department of 
Internal Affairs in l 92; to go ahead 
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with the development. To quote their 
annual report of the time; "Recognising 

that the Taupo trout are of exception

ally fine quality, if bas been decided 

to et·ect a batcbery in the vicinity of 
Tokacmu". Tokaanu was the nearest 
recognised village to the Waihukahuka 
Stream as 1\1rangi was not in existence 
at this time.L:md parcels totalling 18.8ha 
(approximat.ely 58 acres) surrounding 
the Waihukahuka Stream were acquired 
from the Downs family for the express 
purpose of establishing a hatchery 
and also interestingly, an anglers camp 
which was to become very popular with 
Tongariro River anglers in subsequent 
years.The hatchery and camp were com
pleted in e.'trly 1926. 
As an interesting sideline and contrary 
to popular belief, the Waihukahuka 
hatchery was not the first established 
in the Taupo region. Taupo Postmaster 
G. M. Park with support from the 
Reverend Henry Fletcher established a 
hatchery at Nukuhau near the outlet of 

Lake Taupo circa 1894 and successfully 
hatched brown trout ova obtained from 
Masterton.The fry were liberated at the 
stream mouths on the western side of 
LakeTaupo in 1895. 
The Waihukahuka Stream itself is an 
attractive stream that meanders largely 
through native bush and ferns for around 
1 km from its source within the hatchery 
grounds co theTongariro ruver.The bed is 
comprised of fine pea sized gravel which 
although suitable for trout spawning, 
would ideal!)' be a little heavier. Aside 
from its attractiveness the Waihukalmka 
was chosen by Ayson as a hatchery water 
supply for a number of reasons. Firstly it 
is spring fed.The Waihukahuka Spring is 
just one of a number of springs in the 
general area including a smaller one 
at nearby Kowhai Flat, most of which 
originate from the slopes of Mt Pihanga. 
There is some anecdotal evidence that 
groundwater from the Tongariro River 
may also contribute to the supply. Being 
spring feel the Waihukabuka Stream is 
not prone ro flooding or drying out and 
the water is of exceptional quality. It 
is pure and clean with little sediment, 
which is important for avoiding clog 
ging or fouling of hatchery pipes, valves 
and mnks. The water emerges from the 
spring at a relatively constant tempera
ture of around 10.6oC which is at the 
lower end of the optimum range for 
trout but tl1e cooler water limits disease 
and improves its ability to carry oxygen 
which is a positive trade-off. Water 
quality of the Waihukahuka has been 
rested numerous times. One of the more 
interesting findings was that isocope 
analysis of the water in the 1970's indi
cated i t  is around 30 years old when it 
emerges from the spring. 
A key advantage to its use as a hatchery 
stream is the fact that the Waihukahuka 
bas a small catchment enclosed within 
the TNTC complex so it is easily pro
tected from other land uses that might 
affect spawning trout. Furthermore 
the Waibukahuka Stream is an impor-



tant spawning stream in its own right. 
Relative to its size, high numbers of 
trout enter the stream to spawn every 
year and this is supported by data from 
theWaiJmkahuka fish trap.The trap was 
run originally to collect ova (eggs) and 
from 1963 to 1995 also as a monitor
ing station when up co 3000 trout were 
recorded between April and October. 
The good trout numbers were impor
tant not only to ensure the amount of 
ova collected at the hatchery could con
sistently meet demand, but also co make 
a contribution to the wild trout popula
tion of the fishery. 
A common assertion is that the hatch
ery was originally established on the 
Waihukahuka Stream to stock the Tau po 
fishe,-y. This is not the case. The Taupo 
fishery was deemed to be completely 
wild and self supporting by about 1905 
and therefore the role of the hatchery 
was one of collecting trout ova for distri
bution 10 other New Zealand and inter
national fisheries. In the early years of 
production around 250,000 fry from the 
hatchery were released back into the 
Taupo catchment, bm chis was consid
ered a" replacement" for the stock taken 
by extracting ova for the hatchery rather 
than a stocking exercise. In its first year 
of production ( L926/27) the hatchery 
collected more than 4 million ova from 
spawning trout in the Waihukahuka 
Stream. The hatchery was originally 
developed as an "eyeing station" where 
green ova taken from the trout in the 
stream would be incubated through to 
the eyed stage (abom 18 days after fertil
isation) and then shipped or distributed 
to their final destinations .  Consignments 
were transported in boxes lined with 
wet sphagnum moss. However the small 
troughs and tanks were also installed 
in the hatchery to raise trout to the 
fry stage for local distribution, chiefly 
outside of the Taupo catchment e.g. to 
what is nowwesternTongariro National 
Park waters. The first international 
consignment was one of 1,402,000 e)'ed 

ova to State Fisheries in Sydney Australia 
late in 1926. As alluded to earlier, the 
high quality ofTaupo trout was viewed 
as a very favourable attribute in estab
lishing or improving these other fisher
ies. 
There have been a number of configura
tions for supplying water to the hatchery 
from the Waihukahuka Steam. In the first 
year of the hatchery water was taken 
from a dam just upstream of the hatch
ery (where the fish pass now resides) 
but it was unsuccessful for a number of 
reasons. One of these was possibly the 
seeps entering the water supply from the 
true left side above the dam. These arc 
still visible today and may have lowered 
the water qualiry to unacceptable levels. 
The next clam was built further upstream 
in 1927 about 250111 above the hatchery 
building and operated until 1938. The 
buttresses of this dam are still visible 
either side of the stream about I00m up 
from what is now the service entrance 
crossing. Wooden flumes were used 
to feed the water to the hatchery. The 
lower dam was turned into ornamental 
ponds, which are still there and various 
other pieces of infrastructure, such as 
the fish ladder were added at later dates. 
A further dam was constructed in I 938 
yet another 1 00m further up from the 
1927-38 dam using gabion baskets.The 
water was supplied to the hatchery in 
much more reliable concrete half-pipes, 
the remains of which can st.ill be seen 
beside the hatchery and fish pass display 
today. Th.is arrangement operated until 
1966 when the intake was rebuilt in 
concrete. 
During construction of the Tongariro 
Power Scheme in tbe 1970's the 
Tongariro River was badly affected b)' 
silt discharged from tunnelling opera
tions. Due to the terrain it was not pos 
sible to build settling ponds to prevent 
the silt entering the river and there 
were grave concerns about the damage 
this migllt cause to trout spawning 
and rearing. By way of mitigation the 
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power scheme builders, the Ministr)' of 
Works, offered to expand the produc
tion facilities at the hacchery so yearling 
trout could be stocked in the Tongariro 
River if necessary. The solution was to 
build the Burrows Raceways (or rearing 
ponds) which were installed in 1974. In 
the event, the damaging silt discharges 
ceased and the new ponds were never 
used for cheir original purpose. Also 
installed later in1983 was a seuting pond 
which collected all of the water from the 
raceways prior to being discharged back 
imo the Waihukahuka Stream. 111is was 
later co become che childrens' fishing 
pond providing much enjoyment to suc
cessive generations of budding anglers 
through fish-out programmes. The set 
tling pond was the catalyst for further 
changes to the water supply from the 
Waihukahuka Stream. Underground 
pipes were installed to feed both the 
rearing ponds as well as the hatchery. 
Subsequent to this the current pipeline 
was joined to the MWD pipefinc by 
Byford Consm,ction in the winter of 
1990.This was done to overcome prob
lems with having ro screen the intake 
and remove leaves and debris causing 
blockages or other interruptions to the 

supply.A lean-to roof has now been put 
over rhe spring to protect it from debris 
and falling material, however it is still 
checked on a ,·egular basis for obviou s 
reasons. 
For the first 60 years of its life, the 
Tongariro hatchery operated in synergy 
with the wildlife service hatchery at 
Ngongotaha, near Rotorua. High quality 
Tau po trout eggs were collected and eyed 
at Tongariro then taken to Ngongotaha 
for hatching and rearing to y<,arlings. 
Most of these fish were released in the 
Rocorua lakes, which lack adequate 
spa,vning and rearing streams1 but many 
were distributed all over the country. 
The Tonga.riro facilities were also main
tained as a back-up should disease or 
natural disaster strike Ngongocaha. 
From a national perspective, demand 
for ova from the Waihukahuka hatch
ery remained strong from acclimatisa
tion societies and conse.rvancy councils 
until 1987, as the health of various fish
eries was often viewed as a function of 
the amotUll of stocking or re-stocking 
that was undertaken. Since that time it 
has become increasingly obvious that 
the m,magement of natural resources, 
habitats and harvests were just as, or 



even more important, to the health of 
many of these fisheries as stocking was. 
Further, there were a number of subsi
dies awtilable up umil around 1987 that 
helped with the costs of ova procure
ment ,1nd the rearing of trout fingerlings 
for release. When these subsidies were 
removed such operations often became 
uneconomic. So the focus of many fish
eries changed from one of constanc re
stocking to active management of the 
natural habitat and trout harvest. Thjs, 
coupled with the drive by many fisher
ies to procure ova from their own estab· 
lished stocks meant that the demand for 

eyed ova from the Tongariro hatchery 
quickly ceased. Accordingly, so did full 
scale operations at the hatchery until 
today's situation where the hatchery 
only collects 8000-12000 ova from the 
Waihukahuka Stream annually, p1imarily 
to rear enough trout for the childrens' 
fish-om pond. 
However, the hatchery, rearing ponds 
and the water supply from the 
Waihukahuka stream remain as a criti-

cal lifeline for other nearby fisheries. 
Although hardly ever fully utilised now 
the hatchery and rearing facilities can be 
re-commissioned and used very quick!)' 
during adverse events outside of the 
·1aupo region. A good example of this 
was when Ngongotaha Hatchery lost its 
water supply in 2004. Many of their fish 
were able to be transferred and reared at 

TNTC preserving much of I heir produc
tion that ye,1r . 
In 1987 responsibility for the hatch
ery site and the Waihukahuka Stream 
passed from the Wildlife Service of 1he 
Department of Imernal Affairs to the 
Department of Conservation. Through 
rhc foresight and hard work of a number 

of individuals and organisations in the 
ensuing y<:ars, the site was opened to the 
public and became lheTongarirO National 
Trout Centre with a focus on advocating 
for trout fishing and the Taupo Fishery .  
TJ1e site remained largely unchanged 
until 200 l when the Tongariro National 
Troll! Centre Society was incorporated 
and, in partnership with DOC, expanded 
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the TNTC, promoting education about 
the site, water quality and freshwater 
habitats as well as providing insights and 
displays about the history and equip· 
ment associated with the Taupo Fishery. 
Many of the excellent displays and facili
ties atTNTC afforded by this partnership 
revolve arow1d the water supply from the 
Waihukahuka Strcani. TI1ese include the 
viewing chamber, stripping pens, various 
ponds, fish passes, bridges and of course 
the hatchery itself. TI1e history thatTNTC 
has of informing children about freshwa
ter values has led to initiation and devel
opment in 2004 of the education program 
Taupo Jo,· Tomorrow. During these edu
cation programmes children are taken to 
the lower reaches of the WaiJ1ukahuka 
Stream to learn hands on about water 
quality, freshwater flora and fauna and 
the value of freshwater habitat s .  On many 
occasions they catch their first trout with 
assisiance from TNTC volunteers using 
fly-fishing equipment in the pond fed by 
the Waihukahulm Stream. 
TNTC has seen many changes since its 
early inception in 1926 but one thread 
has connected them au and that is the 
consistent flow of pure clean water 
from the Waihukahuka Stream. The 
furnre is also bright; fisheries manag
ers have recognised the attractive and 

interesting values of seeing wild trout 
behaving and spawning in their narural 
habitat. A new entrance pathway with 
viewing platforms co the Waihukal111ka is 
in the final stages of planning and there 
is an aquarium proposed for the site that 
will display the habitats and creatures of 
New Zealand's freshwater ecosystems. 
Surprise, surprise the water supply for 
this will be the Wailrnkahuka Stream. 
There is also a planned rearing facility 
for the rare wb.io or blue duck that will 
potentially utilise a disused rearing pond 
and water from theWaihukahuka Stream 
as habitat for rearing chicks for subse
quent release into the wild. 
So next time you visit and cross the 
bridge into TNTC, stop and admire the 
Waihukahuka Stream bm don't take i t  
for granted for it rcaUy is the lifeblood 
of the trout centre and its many facers -
and hopefully it will continue to be that 
way for geuerations to come. 
We gratefully acknowledge the help 

of En'OI Cudby (recently retired Trout 

Centm Manager) in preparing tbis 

article. 
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Genesis Sponsorship 

GENESIS ENERGY EXTENDS PARTNERSHIP WITH THE TAUPO FOR 

TOMORROW PROGRAMME 

T
he Department of Conservation 
has reached agreement with 
Genesis Energy to extend its 

support of the 7rwpo for Tomo,·row 
learning programme, and to become 
a leading sponsor of the Tongariro 
National Trout Centre in 'I\Jrangi. Ttmpo 
Jo,· Tomorl'Ow is a programme that takes 
learners outside the classroom and asks 
them to have fun thinking critically 
about our natural resources and long 

term suscainability issues. 
The new agreement builds on the rela
tionship between the Department of 
Conservation, Genesis Energy, and the 
Tongariro National Trout Centre Society, 
and paves the way for significant 
enhancements to the existing facility. 
These are proposed to include integra
tion of the hatchery into the visitors· 
centre as part of major refurbishments ,  
the installation o f  a freshwater aquarium 
and the development of a Whio (Blue 
Duck) captive breeding facility. 
"1f7e a,·e at>sotutely deligbted witb 
Genesis' decision to continue witb 
wbat bas l>een a very successful p,,,-t
nersbijJ. Ow· relationship really typifies 
the /Juge potential to t>e gMned ji-om 
l>u ii ding relafionsbips across the wider 
com1111,mif)1, and acbieving great con
servt1tion outcomes along tbe way• 
says Paul Green, Conservator 
Genesis Energy says their support of 
the Tongariro National Trout Centre 
gives the company the opportunities co 
develop its exjsting im•csuuents in Whio 
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• Tong.1riro National Trom Centre Society 
Maureen Shaddic:k . Gene:;-i.s 

Energy Gen.era! Counsel 3Jld 

Companr Sc<:r(!tary with 

Ge11e.sis Ooard of Director� 

·Annabel Cotton.Or Nicola 

Cranford & Jo:mna Perry at 

th<: River Walk Visitor Centre 

Pboto by: 
Kim Ale:m,ule, .. r,,,.;a (Blue Duck) and fresh water ecology. It will aJso bolster Genesis Energy's educational portfolio for students across New Zealand. The develoj)ment of Ttmpo 

fo1· Tomol'row and the National Trout 

Centre will make the facility acces

sible fo1· even more of New Zealand's 

young people. It will give visitors a 

deepel' apj)reclation of New Zet1/tmd's 

unique ecology and environment,' says Mr Jackson, Chief Executive Genesis Energy. 

Taupo for Tomorrow educator, Mike Nicholson states ,ts an ed11cato1; lt 
is tremendously rewarding to see 

Genesis' commitment to developing c,·ltia,I thinking amongst our learners, 

wbo will be tbe problem-solvers of tin 
fu.tw·e". The Tongariro National Trout Centre is a national resource for all students in New Zealand. Schools across New Zealand can rake pan in Taupo for Tomorrow by visiting the centre or by accessing the programme online at w,vw.taupofortomorro\v.co.nz 

NOTICE TO ALL ANGLERS FISHING 
LAKE OTAMANGAKAU OVER THE UPCOMING SEASON. 

An Animal Health Board pesticide operation is scheduled to occur in the VA003 (Tur:tngi) Sector 21! during August/September 2008, although the exact timing is weather dependant. The operJtion will affect the shoreline of Lake Otamangakau from the North Arm, along the nonhcrn shoreline to the Wairchu canal and will involve the use of I 080 poison in a cereal ground hait. Anglers arc advised the bait will not he placed near the lake edge, however animals which have ingested 1080 may enter the shorelint: area. Due to the toxicity of 1080 to dogs.anglers arc advised NOT to take dogs with them on the affected shoreline. The cautionary period for I 080 is 6 months alicr bait is laid, so angl ers should not take dogs before at lc-.ist ,\larch 2009. Please look out for the signage which will he in place at the boat r:unps 10 warn visitors of the need to keep their <logs safe. 
For n1ore detailed infornrntion, including updated information about the dates of the 

operation, contact the operation contractors: EPRO, PO Box 1748, Taupo. Ph 07 378 4852 Alternativcly,a Pesticide Summary is available from rcn:ption at DOCI\1rangi. or onlinc at www. doc.govt. nz/templates/page.aspx?id=33368 
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Rules of the Water 

D
o you know what to do when 
approaching other boat,? Who 
has right of war? Arc we all famil

iar with the code al sea? Ifs e:�r 10 forget 
when we only � a boat oca�ionally and 
I often rake a quick glance at the diagram 
in the boat 10 remind myself. 
At times it can he confusing knowing the 
right course to m:mocuvre when boats 
become congested and more ,o with a 
jct ski or two ,.ooming to wherc,·er the 
adrenaline takes them. Because of this a 
lot of boat ope,�uors rarely practise the 
rules of the ro:id. Some just don't know, 
opting 10 staying well clear of anr oncom
ing vessels, or others sin1ply di,reit,1rd the 
passing coci<: hoping it will juM pan out 
and l,e ok. 
Most of us have probably seen or heard 
of a close call or near miss, leaving rou 
thinking "boy t/Jat was luck_)t" That's 
why there arc regulations much the 
s:une as the road code, designed to 
ensure boat, p:i,,, each other ,:ifely. 
A boat must dc,pL-.y a pancrn of n,wig;ltion 
lights from which its direction of travel 
can be identified either at night or in poor 
conclitions during the day. TI1esc liglus are 
�= sideligln on >larboard (right looking 
forward). a reel light on pon (left) and 
u,u.tll)• a singlc:tll round white ligh1,1hough 
the arrangemelll of white lights ,�111 vary 
dcpencling on the size of R'SSCI (image l) .  
·111is pancrn oflights helps you 10 know in 
which direction the bom is heading to. f'<>r 
cxample,ify ou c:111 S<.-c agreen light )'OU are 
looking at the ,i:u1XY.u'Cl side (rigl1l) of the 
vc-ssd and it mlL,t he travelling !ell 10 right 
a, )'OU look at it. Light> must be ,·witched on 
from sunset to sunrise or in rain or fog. 
Recently we heard of an incident on the 

la.kc where a boat had these sidelights 
the wrong way around. Obviously this 
cou ld have very serious implications so 
ju,1 check the lighh on your vc,,cl :ire 
green on starboard and red on port 
However d1ere is one major exception to 
this pattern of green and red side liglus 
and that is boats le» than 7 metres and 
1101 capable of speeds greater than 7 
knob which need onl)' display a single 
all-round white light. In most C3l>C> this 
means a dinghy, of which of cour;c there 
are man)' used on L:1kc 'laupo, in p:1r1 icu
lar for harling in the earl)' morning or into 
the late e,·ening. 
lo avoid collision there is a right of war 
rule. When two boats are approaching 
e:1ch ocher, one has the right of way and it 
i; ,�died the srnnd on boot. The other bo:1t 
i, called 1he gi,·c ,va) boot. Essemiallr )-OU 
must give war 10 another boat on rou star
board (right) or when ovcnaking (image 
2 :111d 3). 
·111c gh·e way boat must make an e:trl)' and 
obviolL� manoeuvre ,o there can be no con
fusion. In all case,, wl1cn giving way turn lO 
the ,i:u1X>arcl side (right). 
If you meet head on, both boat, mu,1 
turn 10 scarboarcl (right). The e:t!>) way 
10 remember thi; b that you pa» ·pon 
10 port' i.e your port 0cft) side pa,scs 
down their port side. It ·s no diffcrcnl in a 
ch:1nncl or in a harbour where ever)' boat 
mu;t keep to  the ,1arboarcl side so once 
ag:1in rou pass 'pon 10 pon' (image --l). 
Ultimately these rules arc 10 keep you s:,fe. 
Ideally though, do :t boating course nut b)' 
Co:1>1guard NZ and cn,ure you are :1 profi
cicm and safe �kipper for your benefit and 
tlm of other lake u;,crs. For more infonna
tion <.-omac1 www.cbcs.org.nZ/cour,cs/ 
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Top: Uow much 
water is enough? 

Pboto by Julie G'rotwcs 

Protecting our rivers with just a rake? 

T
h.is is a shortened version of an 
article called a,uJ a ,tver nms 
through it .... but for how long?' 

written by Bruno David, Michel Dedual, 
Murray Neilson, and David Kelly. This 
was written to encourage consideration 
of new methods to recommend environ
mental flow regimes in New Zealand 
rivers. 
During the last 100 years as the human 
population quadrupled, ir is estimated 
that the area of irrigated agricultural land 
multiplied more than six-fold, and that 
water take from freshwater ecosystems 
increased eight-fold. Human control of 
river flows is everywhere and more than 
800,000 dams now block the flow of the 
world's rivers. 
While manipulation of waterways has 
provided benefirn to humanity it bas also 

caused considerable ecological" damage 
and the loss of importam ecosystem 
services valued by society. The nealth 
of rivers deteriorates when the natural 
flow of water, sedimenrs aod organic 
materials and tcmperan1re regimes are 
substantially disrupted or modified by 
human activities. The deterioration 
accelerates and amplifies further when 
water is used for activities that produce 
toxic effluents that evennially percolate 
through the soil and water table back 
into the river. 
Fortunately there is now an accepmnce 
that it is in society's best interests to 
consider rivers themselves as legiti· 
mate "users" of fresh water. Worldwide 
mitigation of the environmental impacts 
caused by water flow alterations has 
become an essential component in 

' 



water resource planning and manage· 
mcnt. Much of this is focusing on main
raining some semblance of the nan,ral 
river conditions necessary to support 
ecosystem health. Recently it has also 
received extensive attention in New 
Zealand, where pressure to use streams 
and rivers for irrigation and hydro-elec
tric power development is greater than 
ever. Central and local governments are 
facing an increasingly importanc ques
tion: Ho,v n1uch water can be removed 
from an aquatic ecosystem before sig 
nificant negative impacts occur? 
Jn April 2007, the Ministry for the 
Environmem commissioned a report 
called 'Scientific lnput to a Proposed 
Nt11iont1/ Environmental Standard 

(NES) 011 Environmental Plows tmd 

Levels'. 111c purpose of the report is to 
set out a consistent national approach to 
selecting appropriate tools to be used to 
set environmemal flows and levels in any 
New Z<-.oaland stream rive,; lake or wetland. 
Once the NES is implemented, these 
methods will apply for the next 10 years. 
Several hundred methods have been 
developed iniernationaUi• in an attempt 
to address this question. One of the 
most commonly used in New Zealand is 
a shorter version of the In -stream Flow 
Incremental Methodology (IFIM) devel
oped in the US during the 1970s. An 
important building block of IFIM is the 
physical habitat simulation modelling 
(PHABSIM) that estimates mathemati
cally how the physical habitat for target 
aquatic organisms is affected by differ
ent flow scenarios. This methodology 
assumes that the quantity of physical 
habitat (water velocity and depth) will 
limit the organism's potential habitat, 
hence its abundance. 
The numbers generated by physical 
habirat modelling constitute the "cur
rency· that is often used to negotiate 
the maximum amount of water that 
cim be taken 011t of the river and still 
maintain riverine values or functions. 
Having such a currency is very useful for 

decision makers and as a consequence 
physical habitat modelling, rightly 
or wrongly, is an appealing method. 
Unfortunately, assessing whether the 
new flow regime does in fact maintain 
river values or ftmctions is almost never 
undertaken. 
ll1e question is frequently asked 'what is 
the optimal flow velocity and depth for 

trout?'ln a basic ecological sense, fish and 
other aquatic org.w.isrns learn to exploit 
or else seek new resources depending on 
the conditions they're under. 1f the condi
tions are not suitable tliose organisms will 
either vacate, die out 01· may be present 
but at reduced densities. Most have prob
ably wondered why some rivers seem 
to support more fish than others or con
sistemli• produce larger fish. A large pan 
of this has to do with food production 
n1ther than water velocity :md depth. In 
oth<.:r words the quantity (and quality) 
o( food and how regularly and readily it 
is accessible to the 6sh (be it aquatic or 
terrestrial in origin) often dictates where 
fish will be found. Often there are also 
other factors involved such as the threat 
of  predation (c.g humans hunting trout!) 
which also dictate how organisms behi,ve. 
Nevertheless in a very simplistic way, trout 
and salmon farms are a good e.xample of 
how you can have high densities of l.u-ge 
fish in concrete lined ponds that provide 
little habitat other than dean water and 
suitable temperatures. On the other !Janel 
we will struggle JO find fish in a pristine 
river that has low insect production and 
has copped a lot of fishing pressure. From. 
a human perspectiv�,it is easier to survM! 
alone in a basic hut-with th� m�t saf� full 
than in a mansion with an empty fridg�! 
111e point of these analogies and �bser, 
vations 1s to spur some thOtl�t 011 ' 
th�\l!,tS of things that a[<? imp<>rtant , 
nor only for fisl\ but aquati�oj'.ganisin_i- -�-, 
in general. \xtithout a doubt""d;e., mosr .;_
'essential requirement for all �quatie :-...:'"�� 

"" - \ :, �  organ\:;ms is-'([ course watc'(_ }towb¥�l _ • ;:-� 
�cientists now recognize that. ar5lu",tr y  ��l 
;minimum" flows are not,,adeq�"llfe ,, · -�;:\. """ .  .... . :--. ) .. 
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to protect the structure of a riverine 
system. Furthermore, the modern view 
amongst ecologists is rhat the flow 
regime also has an impact outside of the 
river channel for example, see page 65 
of Target Taupo #56. 
For instance, historically the Waiau River 
downstream of Lake Manapouri in the 
South Island, naturally had a mean llow 
of more than 350 cubic meters per 
second (cumecs). Physical habitat mod
elling indicates that to maintain a viable 
trout fishery 16 cumecs (4% of the origi 
nal flow) is sufficient, but is this suffi
cient to meet other values and functions 
furd1er down the catchment that were 
formerly dependant on tl1e higher mean 
flows (e.g wetland inundation, duck 
hunting, whitebait runs)' 
Whik this example highlights that 
the 'designer' type flow approach is 
intended to addre-55 some of the needs 
of a particular species, often there are 
multiple values that need to be consid
ered. To illustrate this point take a look 
at what is a relatively simple food web. 

It's preuy obvious that there are a whole 
lot of interactions going on here and 
each living organism has its own require
ments at different stages throughout its 
life. What's even harder to comprehend 
is that the strength of these interactions 
changes through time and will be influ
enced by many other environmental 
variables such as flows, temperature etc. 
For instance just one h.igh flow event 
would be Sllffieient to change many of 

these imeractions. For some organisms 
a flood may translate iuto a positive 
effect and for others it may be nega
tive. In ocher words, these interactions 
are not static. Nevertheless having a 
sound understanding of all these inter
actions can provide very useful insights 
into why one panicular river tends to 
support more or larger trom than others. 
It is important to recognise that physical 
habitat alone (while importam) is only 
part of the answer. 
In a Physical Habitat Simulation only the 
bold elemems ltighliglued :1bove are con
sidered for a target species (e.g brown 
trout). In contrast, a more holistic view 
(such as the Range ofVariability Approach 
which we will discuss later) considers all 
elements of this diagram and all specks. 
The main point is that when setting flows 
it is import:mt to consider more than just 
one organism, value or parameter ( c . g  
physical habitat). 
While New Zealand boasts a unique 
assortment of aquatic fauna, our rivers, 
lakes and wetlands are also used for a 
diverse array of commercial (e.g hydro, 
irrigation, water supply) and recre
ational activities (e.g whitewater rafting, 
jet -boating, water skiing, swimming 
fishing, hunting, and whitebaiting). Jt 
is not surprising then that the debate 
around flow allocation becomes increas
ingly complex at places where multiple 
values or activities exist. 
For instance let's consider a realistic albeit 
hypothetical situation. Let's say that a par
ticular unmodified stream is recognized 
as "waahi tapu" for the local Iwi, is valued 
as a world dass rainbow trout fishery but 
in the lower reaches of the catchment 
there arc naturally inundated wetlands 
that provide excellent duck hunting and 
white-baiting oppornmities. In the head
waters, permission to build a hydro clam 
has been given. If the o);>iective of setting 
flows in this catchm.envi�io provide for 
all these values an�ational pastimes 
how do you go al50utf'beciding what 
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the flows should be? There are many 
things to consider for example; what is 
the optimum flow for maximising inver
tebrate production? Or rainbow trout 
biomass? How often would the wetlands 
need to be inundated to provide good 
duck hunting> When and how frequently 
should tl1e flooding occur to support veg
etation amongst which whitebait spawn
ing would occur? Do we even know the 
answers to manyof1he questions? In most 
cases, particularly when trying to provide 
for multiple uses and objectives, the infor
mation may not exist. In complex cases,it 
is importam that sciemisrs acknowledge 
that there is no scientific "silver bullet" to 
determine an appropriate environmenrnl 
flow regime. 
So when you don't know the answer, 
what do you do? One commonsense 
option would be to mimic as close as 
possible what the natural flow regime 
was like prior to the dam going in. You 
then accept that the furtl1er you depart 
from the na1 ural flow regime, the greater 
the risk that the values will be affected. 
Holistic methods tend to operate on this 
premise. That is, they recognise how 
complicated the problem is and as a 
result cencl to be more conservative (in 
terms of how much water is a,•ailable for 
om-of -stream use) than other methods. 
Holistic mechods also recognise that 
mimicking the natural flow regime 
(tl1e quantity, very importantly and the 
variability of a river's flow), while still 
allowing the abstraction of some water, 
is likely to result in better long-term sus
tainability of these resources. 
Holistic methods rely on the use of hydro
logical parameters to characterise the 
essential componems of the narural f low 
regime. That is, the magnitude, duration, 
frequency, timing and rate of change of 
hydrological conditions. Data on these 
parameters are routinely collected by 
regional councils as part of tlleir normal 
monitoring activities. Some holistic 
met11ocls can calculate how much a pro
posed flow regime is departing from its 

natural state. These calculat.ions, as with 
IFIM,also provide a ·currency" that can be 
used to negotiate a flow regime. lfowever, 
because results tend to be more conserva
tive, the use of such methods may not be 
supported by some commercial sectors. 
Nevertheless, holistic methods based on 
a natural flow regime are likely to be the 
most defensible mcthocl for applying to 
rivers which possess in1portant natural, 
culrural or multiple recreational values 
as they are likely to leave more water in 
stream to support natural conditions. 
Currently, holistic methods do not appear 
in tile National Environmental Srnndards 
(NES) document for setting flows. It is 
important to recognise chat there is no 
silver bullet to setting flows, but one thing 
is certain: iL 1nakes sense to have n1ore 
tools in the toolbox than not enough. 
Therefore it is critical tl1at such methods 
are included ln the NES document par
ticularly if we are to protect wa1erways 
with high natural and/or culn,ral values 
rather t11an relying on other less precau
tionary methods. The effective use of 
holistic methods has proven successful in 
many situations and numerous countries 
overseas, so why is there opposition to 
their inclusion? 
Many of New Zealand's most celebrated 
pristine wilderness trout fisheries exist 
under natural unimpaired flow regimes. 
Indeed the nantral flow regimes of New 
Zealand's rivers and screan1s are probably 
amongst the major reasons why trout 
have done so well here. However, one of 
the problems that we race in this debate is 
that some scientists assert that we know 
enough about t11e requirements of our 
fish species (both natiVe and introduced) 
and ecosystems to be confident that 
the use of traditiooal habitat modelling 
approaches wiU be sufficient co ensure 
tlleir long-te,m sustainability. We certainly 
beg to differ on tl1is poim! 
So, what is to be done? Regional cow1-
cils currently grant resource consents for 
up to a maximum term of 35 years, and 
although the NES will set the in-stream 



flow methods to be used for a lesser period, JO ye:11·s, 1hat is still an appreciable amount of time. Our rccommen· dation is 10 include the u.c of holistic methods in the NES document now and 10 provide for the inclusion of other new methods still unckr devclopmcm. Howe,•er, there is opposition 10 this approach. Including that the,c methods have not real!) been tried here and/or that flow regime condition, in New Zc:1land may not be suitable for holistic method,. In our opinion, holistic methods need 10 be applied 10 water development projects, along with appropriate monitoring regimes, to assess their effectiveness. They do, in effect, need to be considered :1;, longterm living experiments. It is acknowledged that there are 1wo schools of thought on flow assessments that have gained prominence over the I�, 10 r= One i;, determiniMic - practitioners believe tha1 they can determine flow requi rcments from the physical characteristics of the river and a knowledge of the habitat and energy requiremcntS. and sediment transport and morphological processes.The alternative approach, i.e. holistic method,,, aim to preserve the main cl1arac1eristics of 1hc natural flow regime along with the environmental Status quo of natural charJcter and aquatic community. In New Zc:tland onl)' the deterministic approach is cur· rcntl)' used. If I here are two valid school� of thought on how environmental flows can be set we think it is perfect!)' reasonahle to ask for both to be included in the NES document. Should we take advantage of the new holistic method;, (more shovel, to add 10 the tool-shed) which arc a"aUablc, and which will leave more water and more namral flows in our streams and rivers, or should �c trust traditional in>tream method, 10 look after our future? Whr dig a hole with a rake when you could use a shovel? 
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By Mike Nicholson 

Mike is our l!C.lu<:ator for 

11\upo forTomorrow 

Below: From Left to right� 

Henry Nanc:trr()\V ,vith 

volunteer Fred \Vates. 

\V:u.lc Gardner with 

vohuHe.<:r John Milner. 

Johann Lanclkroom wilh 

volunteer Ian Jen.kins 
Pb<)t()S IJy Kim 

AIC'.'\·ander.Turla 

Close Encounters of the Trouty Kind 

0 n the 20th of May this year, the 
Havel.ock Non:h High School 
Special Needs Unit visited 

the Tongariro National Trout Centre as 
part of the 'Taupo for Tomorrow' learn 
ing programme.The ages of the visiting 
students ranged from 13 -18 years, with 
all appearing extremely keen to make 
the most of what would turn out to be 
a fantastic EOTC (Education Outside the 
Classroom) experience for all involved. 
The day kicked off with a guided tour of 

the facility, focusing primarily on trout 
ecology and the need to protect the 
quality of our abundant, yet fragile fresh 
water resource in New Zealand.Judging 
by the students' well constructed ques
tions and the obvious pleasure when 
they observed the tro11t in their natural 
habitat, this first part of the programme 
really appeared to  engage these learners, 
some of whom had rarely, if ever, seen a 
trout in its natural surroundings. 
Havelock No11h teacher,flethne Hocquard, 



Teacher Bcthoe wi th 

W'ill iamAskcw and Johann 

L'lndkroom and t he biggest 

and :;maJJcst 1.rout of the day 

l'IJOIO b)' 

Kim A/@,Y1nde,�Turfa 

sees introducing her students to a r-ange of 
outdoor experiences as extremely reward
ing for them, both in terms of cementing 
contextual leaming and providing oppor
tunities that they would never normally 
get to participate i n .  During a feedback 
session to parents after their camp, the sn,
dems were asked to write a speech about 
their experiences and according to Bethm:, 
the lasting impressions and learning that 
occurred that day were very obvious, "It 
appet,red to be a ,-eat /Jigbligbt of camp� 
There was much anticipation for the 
chance ro fly-fish in the childrens' 
fishing pond later in the day. Many of 
the students' were extremely keen to 
demonstrate theii- fly fishing prowess 
and the excitement was palpable.As you 
can see in the pictures, the students did 
indeed prove to be more than compe-

tent anglers, revelling in the oppommity 
to catch a trout and taking the time to 
interact exrensiveli• with the volunteers 
who assisted on the day. If indeed laugh· 
tcr,chcers,and squeals of delight are indi
cators of children enjoying and learning 
within the comext of an outdoor experi
ence, then this group of young people 
were, by the trout load! 
Bethne also regards taking the oppor
tunity to enable her students to visit 
places they would normally not visit 
and learn from people they would not 
norm ally meet, as extremely valuable. 
Being placed in an unfamiliar sima
tion challenges young people to think 
and act in a variety of ways that suit 
the situation and environment. Given 
that most of these stuclems had never 
picked up, let alone seen a fli• rod in 
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AbO\-·e: l.ef1 lO right: 
Ui am Warner with 

volun1cer John Milner. 
Jtelicit)' I.O\\'CS with 

volumcer Jim Baggot. 
PhotoslJy 

their life, they adapted quickly, efficiently, and enjoyed a high degree of success. As is usually the case the competitive nature of angling reared its head, with much good natured banter and comparisons of trout size among the studems. The programme ended wich a range of acknowledgements for 

those that had assisted the students at the centre and some small prizes for the anglers securing the biggest and smallest fish of the day. Thanks to the students and staff from Havelock North High School Special Needs Unit for a ver)' memorable day indeed! 
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Oy L uer Roberts 
Lucy is 3 BiOdiverSi L)' Rang.er 

for1\uangi-Taupo Area Office 

Top: \�hio famil)' between 
OouJdcr Reach & Poutu pool 

PIJOIO by /Jryan \Vi/Iiams 

Tongariro Whio 

T
his summer was special. Being 
English most people would auto
matically think I was referring to 

the wonderful hot and sunny weather 
we had. No, I am referring to being able 
to go down to the Tongariro River after 
work and watch a family of whio (blue 
duck) made up of 2 adults and 7 duck
lings.This was the same family described 
by Julie Greaves in Target Taupo #56, 
which first alerted the wider public to 
the new residents near the Blue Pool on 
the Tongariro River. 
The whio is endemic to New Zealand 
which means is not found anywhere 
else, and one of four torrent ducks in the 
world which are adapted to living in fast 

flowing river systems. It is under threat 
from introduced predators, in particular 
the stoat. 
For identification purposes young whio 
have 5 age classes (including juvenile). 
\Vhat was so wonderful about the 
Tongariro whio was I was able to watch 
the ducklings develop from these small 
rounded, fluffi• little bundles (class 1) co 
more elongated ducklings developing 
feathers on their shoulders and flanks 
(class 3), to juveniles. 
Watching the whio family this summer 
has made me more aware of their behav
iour, of the way the)• care for their young 
and how well camouflaged they are. 
Their beautiful slate blue colouring with 
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Whio Sightings on The Tongari ro River 
Reported by Members of the Public 

20011 200a L> 
toke taupo 

a breast daubed with chestnut is very 
difficult to spot, particularly when they 
are hanging out on the boulder bank 
opposite. Often it was only a flash of the 
adults whitish pink beak that gave their 
location away. Then trying co count the 
young was even more of a challenge! 
See if you can spot how many whio are 
on  the photo.The answer is opposite on 
the following page. 
I was not the only one eagerly keeping 
an eye on these birds. following Julie's 
article in Ta,.get Taupo and a press 
release in the local newspaper many of 
you have been in touch and kept us up 
to date with your sightings of the family. 
Thanks co your information we have 
been able to map their progress from 
October through ro today. 
Most whio pairs are very rerrirorial with 
an average territory length of 1 .5km of 
river. As Julie mentioned in her article, 
"Wbio /Jave always been present on 



tbe Tonga,·hv Rlt:er but tend to move 
arowul a lot.· As you can sec from the 
map this whio f.1mily did jus1 rim. using 
:1pproximatcl)' 9 km of the river. 
The famil)' Spcnt much of the cimc wht:n 
lhe duckling, were Class I 10 l bee ween 
1he Fence Pool and Boulder R.:ach. By 
early December the young bird, had the 
charnctcris1ic plumage of juvenile birds 
and your sightings showed they had ven
tured fur1hcr down stream 10 1hc Hydro 
and Breakfast pools. 
The funniest siglning reported 10 me was 
on the I/ 1 1/07 near CherryTrcc Reserve 
where :m adult whio was seen h:mging 
0111 "�th a Shag! I'm sure someone could 
come up with ,1 Joke abou1 1ha1 rype of 
behaviour! 
Our last sighting of the family all 1ogether 
w:1-> t:arl)' in the New Year in the llyclro 
Pool. We hope 1hcy successful!) 0�-dgcd 
and have no" dispersed. There arc cur
rentl)' 4 whio occupying 1he Island pool 

:1rca (2 females :and 2 males) which we 
belie,·e are 1hc now grown member:, of 
1hb family. The loc,uion of the:,c birds 
give, us all the opponunity co ,cc 1his 
rare and thre:ncncd native species. 
Unfortunately for 1hc birds" safely 1hcy 
:,cem rame and unafraid.We would 1hcrc
fore be grateful if people would give 
them space and watch the bi rcb from 
a distance", parlicularl)' when walking 
their dog. 
Sruclic• ha,·c shown !hat wltio inhabit 
streams and rivers which have high 
water quality and a wide diversity and 
abundance of aquatic invertebrate. 
Mca,uring the hcal1h of an ecos) .icm 

w.1> a f.wouri1c discu.,ion poin1 in my 
con,ervation biologr 1utorials. Whio arc 
at the top of the food chain in river cco
sy.icms and therefore :1 key indic:uor of 
river hcallh. 
lla,·ing whio on 1hc Tongariro ri\'cr is 
therefore another good reminder for 11-> 10 
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- 111is whio located on the 
TOngariro River wa5 banded 

Jn the Ruapchu catchment. 
PJJoto by Janet Hart 
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promote the deaning of fishing and other 
gear co prevent the spread of the fresh
water algae didymo. Oidymo grows like a 
thick mat on rocks and on the bottom of 
streams and rivers whid1 could adversely 
affect the very things that makeTongariro 
River so special for us and whio. 
"Tbe effect of didymo on wbto ts 
unlmoum but tin most likely scenm·to 
would be a reduced food supply and 
in turn reduced productivitJ1. \Vbio 
may be forced into sub-optimal babi
tats wbere tbey are more vulnerable to 
predation .'' (Blue Duck Recovery Plan 
2006). 
If you had not guessed already, wltio are 
my favourite New Zealand bird. I like 
the idea that the male whistles and the 

LATEST NEWS . . . .  

-..:. - -..... 

female growls! I even have a whio in the 
bath at homc ...  wcll it's a purple colour 
bm changes to blue when the water 
is hot enough! Thougl1 for me it's not 
just abotit the bird, it's about the beauti
ful river systems they arc found in. In 
'l'urangi we are lucky enough to have so 
many of these on our doorstep. 
Thank you very much for reporting your 
whio sightings. Please keep reporting 
them to the 'r\1rangi DOC Office. The 
sightings are entered into a database 
which can then be used ro map the 
distribution of whio in this area. 

On the 21st July Janet Hart contacted us to report her sighting of 3 whio on 
thcTongariro River. One of the ducks had a coloured band on its leg. DOC staff 
from Central North Island Blue Duck Programme, based :tt Ruapehu, confirmed 
this was an eight month old breeding male, which had dispersed from the 
Upper Whanganui/Whakapapa River. Population dispersal of young male birds 
is a good indicator that the Ruapehu hlue duck programme is succeeding in 
improving the future ofwhio .. . .  grcat news. 



Happy d.icnt, Doug & Peter 

Photo suppllNI 

By Peter \�hon 

Peter has been a local 

profCS-\ional flr·fishillS guide 

for JK-.1rly 20 years. 

l·le has :ii.so wortcd for the 

' l':tupo fishery a$ :1 h:m•cst 

survey interviewer. 

A Guided Life 

A DAY INTHE LIFE OF A TAUPO FLY FISHING GUIDE 

I
ts almost dawn as I roll over, pulling 
the blankets a liule tighter around 
my neck. The alarm shows 6.20am 

and I've woken to the sound of a strong 
south westerly rattling against the 
window pane. It's been like this for three 
clays now, wild squally weather, white
caps racing across a deep blue wind
swept Jake. The barometer has taken 
a di\,e and the Jake edge poplars have 
turned to gold, their remaining leaves 
shimmering in the early autumn light. 
Many of the locals have that far away 
look in d1eir eyes, the older anglers espe
cially know d1at with this change comes 
the first of the winter runs. Plump, bright 
flanked rainbows prin1cd by a summer 
of active feeding in the l11kc will now 
be holding deep in the river flow, drawn 
upstream by some primitive instinct. 
This is the T,mpo anglers love, for the 
d1-aw of the river is strong. 
I'd spem the previous evening chat
ting with Doug, an eye surgeon from 
Melbourne. I-le had returned to Taupo 
to follow bis ongoing passion to fish our 

rivers and streams. Bitten by the lure of 
Tau po and its trout, some seasons past he 
had proven himself a skilled :mgler wid1 
fly rod in hand.and was keen to introduce 
himself once again to some of our spotted 
friends. The evening had been spent dis
cussing a few river options looking over 
a few freshty tied nymphs and reminisc
ing over seasons past, fish hooked, others 
lost and a favourite pool or rwo that had 
always treated him well. A beer, another 
handshake and we had agreed to meet 
at 7.30am, our river of choice one of his 
favourites, the upper Hinemaiaia. 
So this morning, a final check before our 
dawn meeting, was everything there? I'd 
carefully packed the four wheel drive last 
night, breathable waders, felt soled boots 
'i•es clean and dry', vest, both fly-boxes, 
fluorocarbon leaders, spare rod, polaroicl 
glasses, folding landing net and most 
importantly our lunch and licences. 
As I arrive at his motel, Doug's al(eady 
at d1e door, dressed for the occasion and 
ready for the day ahead, Fly rod in hand, 
his favourite s ix -weight Sage, breath· 
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"Keep stc..--ady prc�ure and 

we're almost there

Photo by Rob ,tfcEwen 

able waders, clean boots, wading jacket 
pulled up around his ears. "Couldn't 
sleep much fast nigbr, he says, "must 
ba1Je been that wind and tbose waves 

o·ashing on tbe beach". I smile and he 
grins back, we both know it's really the 
anticipation of what our day may bring. 
Fifteen minutes drive lies between us  and 
our river.Across the Waitahanui highway 
bridge, a quick glance reveals a couple 
of locals in the Bridge Pool, once ag:tin 
well clad against the clements with bala
clavas pulled down low.AS we descend 
the hill into the Hinemaiaia Valley the 
scene ahead is one that always inspires 
me.A narrow steep sided gully of dense 
green manuka lies to our left, a line of 
tall golden poplar following the dark 
blue ribbon of twisting water which is 
the Hinemaiaia on its course to the lake. 
ln the distance across the rippling, blue 
waters of the lake, Motutaiko Island and 
the Karangahape Cliffs of the Western 
Bays are bathed in the first rays of bright 
morning light. Overhead, menacing grey 
clouds recess across a stormy skyline. 
The whole scene is wild and moody 
reflecting the challenging often unpre-

dictable narnre of the Tau po fishery. 
Arriving at the river edge we nose the 
vehicle quietly into the small manuka 
clearing before turning our auention 
to the river itself.The Hinemaiaia at our 
chosen spot i s  as picturesque piece 
of fishing water as any you'll find in 
the Taupo District. Upstream the river 
sweeps around a left hand bend, above 
which a run of fast water cascades 
through a rock)' chute before descend
ing into the depths of an emerald green 
pool. The entire inside bend of riverbank 
is clothed in toi toi, their tall fluffy heads 
bowing heavy with morning dew. On 
the opposite bank tall stands of kanuka 
and native ferns overhang the water. 
The scene is dominated by bush and the; 
white pumice cliffs forming the walls of 
the gorge. Below the tranquil pool the 
river divides around a small fern covered 
island before the flows again reunite, 
gather momentum and dance their way 
down another promising run towards 
us. Enough you would think to quicken 
the pulse of any enthusiastic fly-fisher. 
"Its good to be back", says Doug. 
Fly-rod assembled a little more hastily 



Norstream Cassette Reel 

then normal I select a small tungsten bead nymph and secure it to the leader. 
The river's flow after recent rain has a slight tinge of colour, probably should pick up a small glow-bug as a point fly but a small natural seems somehow more appealing and a tiny hare's ear completes the duo. Forging upstream against the flow, current �wit'ling to our hips, we link arms crossing to the opposite bank. This first nm of the day always holds a fish or two, especially after a recent fresh when new arrivals are still moving from the lake.111e rod arches, fly-li,1e glistens in the sunlight and the first of our mornings casts snakes upstream. We watch intense))' as the small yarn indi· cator drifts towards us, anticipation high. Another cast. a linle deeper this time, almost reaching trailing toi coi on the far 

Sapporo Fly Set • 6# - 7# & 8# • 9# • 6# · 7# & 8# • 10# Ha mills Clearance Price • 3 spare spools Only Cf» 
• 2 pee rod with graphite reel, floating or si nking line and backi ng. 

bank.Again no early take, a strip or two of line, a moment of concentration and suddenly the indic:rtor dips. Doug's reaction is immediate,no need for my advice here. A firm rod lift,a shout of joy and then that magic few seconds where time seems to stand still if only for a moment. A flash of red flank, a defiant head shake and a strong Hinemaiaia rainbow tumbles in the current, surges downstream ripping fly line off the reel,determined it seems to rid itself of the tiny nymph embedded in its jaw.'l\vemy metres below us he turns holding against the opposite bank, we scramble over the lasr of the boulders iJ1 pursuit, applying a little side pressure. A broad tail breaks the stuface, 'gentle now· and the little Sage performs its magic, two shore explosive runs and his bright sponed flank relents to the rod's pressure! Beaten 

Routeburn Composite •Trampi ng · Hiking Boot. Was $149.99 I Buy one pair for ti:IROl/li11@/1 Chota Wading Boot and Ron Thompson lightweight breathable wader Leatherman Multi Tool Kick • USA made 
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in the shaUows, Doug's first fish of the day. 
Wet ha11ds, a quick photo and we gently 
hold him till he's ready.A little wiser now 
he swims fo1ward, and we watd1 as red 
and gold flanks merge with the green of 
his watery world. Upstream lies our pool 
and the promise of more to come. 
Nothing comes to our little SCrdgg}', well 
presented nymph in the fast water in the 
lee of the island or again in the glide of 
the pool's tail, so we walk on. Slowing at 
the head of the pool just below where 
the chute of fast water crashes against 
a moss covered cliff we SlOp, carefuli)' 
observing the bo1tom. There on the lip, 
at the drop off to the pools depths three 
dark silhouettes hover, occasionall)• drift
ing slightly to one side to inrercept some 
helpless morsel trapped in the flow. 
Surprising!)• the first few casts bring little 
response, nothing appears wrong with 
our presentation or drift to the fish. A 
browse through my fly-box and I select a 
small green caddis.Another cast this tin1c, 
directed slightly higher upstream. TIU'ee 
quick strips, a slightly bigger mend and 
one of the sill1ouettes appears to lift a 
little then veer to the left. Time pauses, 
the indicator flinches, Doug tenses, "Hit 
bim"! I shout and the rod bows 10 the 
pressure. Our pool, with ll1e sweet smell 
of surrounding bush, screaming reel 
and several wild sunlit leaps all acid 10 
a special moment. A permanem image 
forever etched in an angler's mind. 
We fish on upstream searching pools and 
runs, pausing occasionally 10 rake in the 
natural beauty around us or observe a 
fantail capture a mayfly in full flight. Lunch 

is spent at a favourite pool high in the con
fines of llle gorge. A hearty sandwich or 
two, cold beer, sitting on that old water
worn log we've st0pped at iJ1 seasons past. 

TI1e late afternoon sees us at the top of our 
bcat, it's been a good day. six or seven rain
bows have made their presence known 
since lu nch.They are a little smaller than 
past seasons, but then it's always been 
the quality of the sport that mattered, and 
they've come to the nymph from a variety 
of water. We've had several dark hump
backed jacks from the fast runs, plump 
bright fresh run hens from the deeper 
pools.The last fish of the d:1y, a rm! beauty 
at a little over six pounds, she came from 
a deep, fast lie in one of the top pools. 
Deep sided and almost bronzy gold, with 
dark red gill platc.:s anti blood red flanks 
she captured the beauty of the pool from 
which she came. 
We make the Jong walk back to the 
vehicle, and its time for hot coffee and 
a moment's reflection on the clay.A frnal 
glance upstream reveals late afternoon 
sun on towering white cliffs, while the 
gemle upstream breeze stirs the last 
of autumn leaves and the faint roar of 
the rivers rapids ring in our ears, "Some 

place tbis office of yours" says Doug, 
"Ever tired ofll?", "Not a chance" L reply, 
"f::ve1J1day'.� a /Jassion". "I'll be back 

next yea,·" he replies. 
Somewhere upstream in the tree tops 
a bell bird's song rings out across 
the valley floor, beautiful river, and 
beautiful fish. 

unvw. wfltonjlyfisb. co.1iz 

WANT AJOB IN THE FISHERY TEAM? 

PROGRAMME MANAGER FIELD OPERATIONS 

'n1e Taupo Fishery Area is looking for a capable and enthusiastic programme 
manager to lead the key field delivery work for the area. 
You will be responsible for llle implementation and oversight of the monitoring 
and survey programmes in the field and fishery habitat protection .You will also 
be responsible for the design, co-ordination and implantation of the compli
ance and law enforcement work programme and the supervision of staff in the 
delivery of these programmes. 
Fore more ioformation visit www.jobs.govt.nz. Applications for this position 
close Monday 25th August 2008 









Dy Kim Alcxandcr-Turia 

CHILDRENS FISHING DAYS 

I
t's been an exciting start already to commencement of the children's fishing clays for 
2008 at thcTongariro NationaITrout Centre.We have had excellent weather and large 
turnouts to our early fish-outs, with the new smoke house and fish deaning continu

ing LO be a hit with the parents (no messy fish to take home). All the effort that goes into 
the day just reinforces what a great job the volmucers from the Trout Centre Society do 
and how viral they arc to making the dai• fun and rewarding for all involved. 
This year is extra special for the fact we will be holding fish-outs over summer for the 
first time ever, a fun addition to the family holiday. 
Bookings can be made by telephoning theTongariro National Trom Centre Societ)' vol
unteers at The Rive,· Walk visitor cenu-e on (07) 386 8085 between I Oam and 3pm (1 
May to 30 November) and between I 0am and 4pm ( I December to 30 April) or by e01ail: 
troutcentre@rcap.org.nz by website: www.troutcemre.org.nz or by fax: (07) 386 8490. 



V0Jum<:cr1'rcn1 Corbcu 

fillet�f'ish 

A b� otch for a 
young :angler, 
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8}' Eliiabcth Ro-.c H«g 
.Bizaheth I rccg ,s a PhD 

�rudem working under Dr 
Pett:r Ri1chlc Jt Viccoria 

linl\·etsiry 

Top: l'.nloddng 
lfr, inner �ts 

PIJoto �>' 11<.tr'l' Couley 

Bottlenecks 

W
en many of us hear bottle
eek , we probably picture 

tr.tffic jams where one lane 
is closed, or the awkward back -up  in the 
supermarket when pan of the aisle is 
blocked br someone's cart. But m popu
lation biolog)' a bottleneck means that 
a group has been reduced to very small 
numbers and 1hcn the population has 
mcreased ag.�in over time. TI1b i, what 
happened to people in Europe during 
the Black Plague - man)' people died but 
after a while 1hc population expanded 
:tgain. 
Species introduced into a new place, 
like trout into T:111po, trout go through 
:1 bottleneck bec:111:,e only :, small 
number of individuals from the source 
population arc transported. Often in 
1he;,c introduced populations there are 
founder effects , when a trait or gene 

that is normal!)' diverse in the original 

population ha:, ,-a..,tl) reduced variability 
This means there arc more similaritic; 
between individuals in l11e new popula
tion than between individuals in the orig
inal population. For instance, the Dutch 
coloni:,ts who founded South Afric:1 had 
:1 higher-than-average incidence of the 
genetic Huntingion's disease.Today that 
cli;,easc is found in a higher percentage 
of Somh Africans than in the original 
Dutch population 'Ille whole genome 
is :affected the same war b)' bottlenecks, 
so one way to detect bottlenecks is to 
look at the pattern of genetic diven,ity 
aero"' many different genes or genetic 
markers. 
Populations at l..akcTaupo appear to h:tve 
gone through a boulcneck. based on an 
anal),;, of the frequency and distribu· 
Lion of different genotypes. A genol)'!>c 
b the genetic code at a genetic marker. 
The genetic marker, I am using to cv:tl· 
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11$ 180 154 188 192 194 

Graph t; This is an example 
of the allele dis1ribution we 

observe in Taupo rainbow trout. 

here at the genetic marker 

S.sa407, wbich indicates that 

the trout populations have been 
through a bottleneck. ln a non

boulcneckcd population we 

would expect one large peak 

instead of several small peaks. 

uate the populations at Taupo, called 
microsatellites, arc repeat sequences in 
non-translated parts of the trout genome, 
which means they aren't used to make 
proteins. The repeated sequence of  
DNA nucleotides (for instance:AGAGAG) 
makes the DNA replication machinery 
more likely to slip. Try writing out a 
pattern of letters like AGAGA a hundred 
times and see l1ow long it takes before 
you make a mistake! The slip-ups make 
different sized repeats over time, for 
example instead of 100 there i s  99 or 
JO I ,  this is great for us because it means 
that there are often many different sizes 
or alleles (each size is referred to as an 
allele) in a population. 
lo a native population you would expect 
to see a normal distribution of sizes of 
alleles. This means there would be a lot 
of alleles around an average size, e.g. I 00 
with fewer and fewer as you get further 
from the aver&ge. But in the Tau po pop
ulalion we arc seeing two equally tall 
peaks in the allele size distribution. This 
likely means that the individuals that 
were introduced back at the rurn of the 
20th century had alleles from both ends 
of the range of the parent population, 
o r  that multiple populations were intro
duced to Taupo. Either way we see gaps 
in the nuddle of the allele size distribu
tion where we would expect to sec a 
talJ peak. 
Further testing with genetic analysis 
programs tells us that this bottleneck 
is statistically significant, meaning that 
the pattern we see is not likely due to 

random chance. 
In the next few months I'll be sending 
some samples to California so they 
can compare our Tau po rainbow trout 
with a broad sampling of the California 
trout populations co try and determine 
the relatedness of California and New 
Zealand populations .  11 will tell us not 
only potentially where Tau po rainbow 
trout came from, but also how many 
various sources. We WiU then begin to 
understand what characteristics the 
Taupo fish might have inherited, and 
how much they've changed from their 
parent populations since they were 
introduced here .  
I'll also be analyzing more genetic 
markers and mon: fish from each pop
ulation, and continuing to look at the 
patterns of genetic diversity. Adding 
fish and markers will give us a ckarer 
picture of the current relatedness 
of fish around the lake. R.ight now it 
looks like there isn't a significant differ
ence between different spawning pop
ulations around Lake Taupo, but with 
more data that pattern might change. 
So what docs this mean for Taupo 
fishing? Having a complete picture 
of current diversity will also help the 
DOC managers plan for events that 
might cause another bottleneck, like 
a volcanic eruption. For instance, 
if fish around the lake arc all pretty 
much the same, managers would be 
able to restock different pares of the 
lake without worrying about mixing 
different populations of fish. Or, if all 
the populations are different, manag
ers could work now to develop plans 
that will preserve any important dif 
ferences. Those differences might be 
importam in accounting for founder 
effects during the regeneration of trout 
populations after a blow. I'll be sure 
ro keep you updated as I continue to 
develop a clearer genetic picture of 
Taupo rainbows and their origins. 
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Jill is a ranger in our field 

operations programinc and is 

respo11sible for con1plia11ce 

aod law cnforcemem 

(left tO right) 
Rob Mcl:iy.Jod 

Houthuijzcn,John Webb 

:tnd Glenn �1aclcan with 

the. 38 trout �cizcd from 

the Waimari nO ltin;r 

Photo suppl/NI 

Caught! - Hook, line and split-shot 

Following on from 'Poacbetl Fisb -A Timeless Recipe' in the last issue of 
Ta1-get Taupo, the Department has several suecess stories to share. 

Several momhs ago three males 
were apprehended netting trout 
in an area of water that is closed 

off for part of the year for spawning. The 
booty was 38 trout, most in very good 
condition and obviously preparing to 
spawn. Sadly, they did not get the chance. 
The offenders were apprehended as part 
of an ongoing opei.1tion throughout the 
winter months. Fishery staff invested 
a lot of time in order to make the final 
catch. At the time of the apprehension 
two of the offenders gave false details to 
the rangers but this fact became evident 
quite early on in the piece and further 
investigation revealed the offenders' 
true identities and eventually they were 
lead off to court. 
One offender was fortunate that the court 
acted leniently when handing down the 
sentence. He was sentenced t0 complete 
I00hoursofcomn:rnnjC),work.Thesecond 

offender didn't appear io coun on the 
hearing date and a warmnr was issued for 
his arrest. He was subsequently arrested 
by Police in Upper Nun and appeared in 
Upper Hutt District Court where he was 
convicted and fined a total of $750 plus 
court costs.'171e d1ird offender also didn't 
show in court and a warrant for his arrest 
has been issued. 
Another recent incident started with a 
call from a member of the public who 
had seen three people using roe to fish 
for trout. A couple of fishery rangers 
attended and apprehended the offend
ers. The cases have since been to court 
and resulted in one offender having his 
case dismissed clue to external circum
stances after entering a guilt)' plea, (he 
was jailed on other matters) and the 
other two being coJwicted and fined. 
When apprehended some offenders 
will argue that they are allowed LO rnke 



trout by any method because it is their 
customary righc. In fact, tb;s is wrong. 
Rainbow and brown trout are not indig
enous tO New Zealand and, although the 
claim of customary rights has been used 
as a defence over the rears, it has ulti
mate!)' been found wrong in law. The 
judgement of McRitchie v nm:maki Fish 
and Came Council [1999! 2 NZLR 139 
is case law in which the Court of Appeal 
ruled against the defendant in a similar 
argument. 
Fisberr staff are on the front line dealing 
with issues such as these on a regular 
basis. Although it can be quite trying 
at times, the outcome is usually a posi 
tive one - both for the staff and for the 
fisher)' as a whole. 
Other recent compliance issues have 
been regulation breaches or offences 
against the Conservation Act. A lot of 
staffthne is taken up in policing this rype 
of offending, and although in general 
anglers are pretty good at staying within 
the rules, there are s1ill a number of 
people who think they are immune to 

the law or that i t  simply 'doesn't apply' 
to them. Some seem genuinely surprised 
when they are stopped by a ranger for 
fishing in areas that are closed for the 
spawning season, and get noticeably 
upset when their fishu1g gear is seized. 
They don't seem to stop and consider 
that these areas are closed for the pro
tection of the fishery and their actions 
are a form of poaching. 
People who fail to comp!)' with the Act 
or Regulations cause a lot of effort for 
the Department. Precious hours are 
spent following up, and in some cases, 
prosecuting these offenders. As with 
most things legal, the paper trail alone 
is horrendous and matters that are lO 
go before the court take up a lot of 
staff time - time that could be better 
spent within the fishery. So, think 
before you go out. Check the rules and 
regulations on your licence and save 
yourself ancl others a lot of bother in 
the Jong run. 

TONGARIRO RIVER ESTATE 

Open Friday - Sunday, 1 2pm - 6pm 
Open for dinner Frida,y nights 

from 6pm - Reservations Essential 

134 Grace Road, Turangi 
Phone: 07 386 6704 
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By CruJum Bourke 

Top: Ca llum h� aving :m e;1rly 

moming cuppa with visitor 

Malcolm Swanner 

'Belo\-..-: 111e Old dung:, 
Photos�,, 

Kim �1/e.xandcr-Turfa 
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Te Whaiau Trap Cabin has arrived! 

T
he wait is over. The flash new cabin has arrived at Te \Vhaiau fish trap at L1ke Ornmangakau with positive reviews! After 14 years of housing trdp operdtors over the cold and wet winter months in the Jee of i\'lount Tongariro, our old 1974 Classic caravan has finally moved 

on making way for a new custom made transportable cabin. We needed accommodation that was warm, dry and comfortable for our staff and the new cabin meets all the criteria. After arriving by truck in early May, we parked the cabin in ow· workshop and went co work on fitting out the interior. At t.his stage it was essentially a foam 

� f 

lined metal shell with no kitchen or furnishings. It was a case of designing the kitchen, laying tiles, choosiJJ.g the carpet, blinds, bed and all the essential furnish-ings that a cosy cabin needs. While the cabin interior was being tiered out we adapled our old caravan awning to fit the new cabin. This involved replacing the poles and fastening the roof of the awning to 



A motley bunch, many of 
'faupo Fishery Area te:1m 

having ju.St in:,tallcd the cabin 
PJ,otol>y 

Kim A/�)(IIIUle,• '/itria 

the cabin by chains attached to the steel 
chassis .  With this design, the awning sits 
firmly onto the cabin roof and is easy to 
disassemble at the encl of the trapping 
season.It is pleasing to note that the cabin 
has been subjected to some very heavy 
winds over the last six weeks atTe Whaiau 
and it has stood up to the test with ease. 
After an initial hold up, the L.P.G heater 
finally arrived in mid June and was 
installed just in time as a series of cold 
froms descended on the central plateau 
clumping copious amounts of snow and 
rain. Now our cold and wet trap opera
tors can warm up next to a quality 
heater in an insulated room. In the old 
caravan we had an oil heater that took 
forever to heat up and a fan heater that 
was too small to be effective and both 
required a no;sy gas guzzling generator 
to run.The most important and essential 

aspect of this heater is that it is fJued to 
the outside preventing the build up of 
harmful carbon monoXide gas inside the 
cabin. It is run off a 9 kg gas bottle and 
starts from the push of a button. 
Because there is no mains power on site, 
we decided to wire the cabin with both 
12 and 240 volt capaeities. This allows 
us to run lights, VHF base set radio and 
battery charge,·s off the 12V system 
which is supplied by two 6V deep cycle 
batteries connected in series and sus
tained by two I 30 Watt solar panels. The 
240V system is powered by a generator 
and used to provide back up to the 12V 
system should it be needed but also to 
run a spotlight during floods. lt is pleas
ing to note that after 10 straight days of 
inclement weather with little; sunlight to 
charge the batteries, the system was still 
ruru1ing effectively. The beauty with this 
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By Stonu Bes1cr 
Storm is the ranger rc;sponsi· 
bk: for dar to dar adminiSll"a· 

i-ion of our l icence �1·s1em 
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system is that once the baneries reach a 
low voltage threshold the solar regula
tor shutS the system down automatically, 
then starts again once the solar panels 
have charged the baneries up sufficiently. 
This prevents serious damage to the 
batteries. The solar panels are mounted 
on a free standing frame as opposed to 
mounting them on the roof. This way 
they can be moved and accessed easily 
and 1hey are 1101 subjected to strong 
winds to the same degree they would 

Licence prices 

on the roof .  
Like anything, there is always room to 
improve our camp which we will no 
doubt tinker with over the coming 
seasons. At least now we have some 
comfortable accommodation for our 
trap operators who often work i.n 
adverse conditions and deserve to have 
some decent shelter from the elemenis. 
Bring on another 14 years of Te \X'haiau 
trapping! 

- why they increase! 

M
an)' of you ask, "\Vby do tbe licence prices /Jave to keep going up, like 
everything else?" We're all getting a little tired of price hikes, from n,el to 
food to our fishing licences. 

The 1llupo Fishery Area has a key job to do, managing the Taupo Fishery, rmd like 
everyone else, our running costs keep going up in the current economic situation. 
The Conservation Act requires us to set licence fees to cover the costs of marntg· 
ing the fishery. We are reliant on the revenue we collect, as unlike the rest of the 
Department of Conservation, our running costs are not fonded by government tax 
revenues. We do our very best to cut costs and keep them to a minimum,and this year 
we are reducing expenditure across our work programme including in overheads, 
training, computing costs, willow control and provision of visitor assets and access, 
use of temporary staff and comractors and holding several one-off projecrs including 
an updated economic assessmem of the worth of the Taupo Fishery. Mowever with 
decreasing sales and increasing costS of fuel, electricity, salaries and other overheads, 
some increase is ineviiable. 
Ideally we like to increase licence fees a little each year, instead of a big hike every 
couple of years. The other thing we do is try and keep the childrens' Ucences as low 
as possible co keep them affordable and encourage our younger generation to get om 
there and do it. However we don't make them free, the idea being to teach children 
that the licence has value and importance. 
SoTaupo licence prices (corresponding Fish & Game NZ fees in brackets where appli
cable) for this year are: 
Adult Season 

Adult Week 

Adult 24 Hour 

Child Season 

Child 24 Hour 

$ 85.00 ($96.00) 

$ 36.00 

$ 16.00 ($19.00) 

$ 11.50 (free) 

$ 4.50 (free) 
Hope to see you out there, especially with your children and grand-children 



By Ken Kimmins 
Administration Manager. 

l()ng:iriro N:uional Trout 
Centre Society 

Ken with the 
inf.'lmous donation box 

Pbotoby 
KfmAle....:ande,�Turla 

Shameful Theft 

Cash donations from the public 
arc generally the mainstay of 
fuoding for most charitable 

organisations, so it was a big blo"' to the 
Tongariro National Trout Centre Society 
when our donation box was stolen along 
with its healthy contents on Saturday I 9 
April 2008. 
Society volunteer, Bob Appleton, was 
managing 111e River Walk Visitor Centre 
on the day the donation box was stolen 
and is staggered to th.ink the box disap
peared on his watch. Bob said that he 
normally keeps a very close eye on things 

but believes the thieves picked their time 
when he was busy looking after custom
ers. He is amazed the thieves managed to 
carry the donation box the 200 metres 
to the public car park given it has a large 
metal base that weighs many kilograms. 
Bob also believes char someone must 
have seen them carrying the box as there 
were many vis itors at the centre that 
afternoon. 
Fortunately the society has invested in 
camera surveillance systems for both 
the visitor centre and car park and the 
footage from these cameras gives clear 
coverage of the theft and of the people 
and motor vehicle involved. This mace
rial is now in the hands of the Police.The 
society and its supporters are hopeful of 
a positive result in this regard but arc 
not expecting to recover the donation 
money, estimated to be about $100. 
In most theft situations recovery of 
stolen items is often only a faint possibil
ity and so the society had resigned to the 
fact 1hat the donation box would prob
ably never be found and that a replace
ment would have to be built .  So it was 
with some surprise and relief when we 
received a call advising that it had been 
found 
11 had been some three weeks since tile 
theft and local couple, John and Anne 
Murray, were enjoying foraging for water
cress in che Pouru Stream when one of 
them spotted a bright orange object in 
the nearby bushes. On inspection they 
re1lised its importance and delivered it 
to the Turangi DOC Office. The society 
is very appreciati\,e co John and Anoe as 
this has saved us the cost of a new clona
cioo box. 
Other than some small repairs the dona
tion box is in good order and now sits 
back in its normal place at the visitor 
centre, but this time it is firmly bolted 
to the floor. 
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By John\Vcbb 

The Tongariro National Trout Centre (fNTC) has moved into a new era 
as I take over from Dave Conley as the on-site ranger. It has been a very 
opportune time to cake over the TNTC reins as there are some new and 
exiting projects underway. 
The frrst of chese is the new entry path which is in the fmal phases of 
planning. This will be an excellent addition co tile sice as it will have a 
gentler grade and scenic entry to the centre. Tiiis will be beneficial not 
onl)' for aesthetic reasons but it will give easier access to those tn wheel· 
chairs or others less-able. 
111e fish pass interpretation panels are also approaching completion. It's the 
final addition to this display which shows why fish passes are so important 
in freshwater fisheries .'llle fish pass will be one of the first displays visitors 
see as d1e bridge on the new entrance path will cross at this point. 
111eTNTC site has also been somewhat "fi.trure-proofed" recent!)• with the 
instalment of a new telecommunications cable and junction box. This is 
an excellent addition as it provides the capability for high speed inten1et 
access as well as other benefits for use in fun,re educational and operational 
programs. How best to distribute d1ese capabilities throughout tile site is 
still to be decided but the potential for this new infrastrncture is great! 
\Xlhile we are talking about fumre developments, a group of representa
tives from the Department of Conservation and che Tongariro National 
Trout Centre Society recently visited the National Aquarium in Napier to 
get ideas for the construction of a new aquarium on the TNTC site.A full 



Abo,·c: Ranger John \X'ebb 
lines up the new fish pass 
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Left: John Webb strips fish 
for chc childreo·s pond under 

Area M:magcr,John Gibbs 
watchful eye 
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feature about the aquarium c:m be seen 
on page 62.The aquarium will display a 
variety of native and introduced fresh
water flora and fauna and is intended to 
be a major highlight for visitors. 
The rrouL fry that were in the hatch
ery were moved out to the outdoor 
rearing ponds during April. They al"e 
growing very well and a recent weigh 
and measure has shown that they have 
increased in size around 3 fold since 
being moved there.A constant vigil has 
co be maintained for shags however 
as some have got it in 1lleir minds that 
these young fish would make a tasty 
snack. So if you are at 'rNTC and sec a 
shag do your best to scare it off or tell 
a Riverwalk volw1teer or ranger so that 
they can attend to the issue. 
The early childrens fishing days have 
been a success this year. Positive com
ments have filtered back about the good 
condition, but especially the good size 
of fish. There have been several trout 
come out of the pond 1kg or la,-ger .  In 
fact the very first trout to be caught at 
the very first fish out was one such spec
imen. We plan to keep feeding the trout 
at around the same rate for now to keep 
the average size of fish increasing a little 
further.After all we wanr what is often a 

first fish for many budding anglers to be 
something memorable. 
A number of smaller cosmetic jobs have 
been completed or are underway to 
imp.-ove the management and aesthetic 
values of TNTC. The road and track to 
the intake spring on the Waihukahuka 
Stream has been opened up so that it 
can be inspected regularly. A number of 
small dead trees, some that were posing 
a risk to public s.�fety, have been felled 
and removed. Some of the pothole� on 
the footpath have been filled wil11 cold 
mix - once again with help from the 
local Rotarians. More chain has been 
placed across the inlet pipe to the fish
out pond to make it safer for small chil
<lren and the rotten seatS near the BBQ 
have been replaced. There has also been 
a removal of broom from the entrance 
path and Tongariro Walk. 
The revamped carpark is looking good 
with the last of the mulch being spread 
on the centre gardens. The planting 
program of reel tussock, flaxes and 
v-Mious trees and shrubs appears to be 
a success. TI1ere were a few losses over 
the Jong dry summer th.is year but in 
general everything has found its feet and 
is growing well. 
111e first round of st.-ipping occurred on 
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Ranger John \X'cbb checks a 
hen (or ripc;:nc� in prepar:1-

lion for strif>ping 
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17 July, taking eggs for the 20 IO cycle 
of fish for the childrens fish-om pond. 
Around 2500 eggs were taken and are 
progressing well in the Heath incubmors 
in the hatd1ery. A second round took 
place, of a further 5000-7000 eggs in late 
July. The ciming of the first stripping 
coincided wi1h the school holidays and 
drew quite a crowd with a number of 
volunteers, staff and the general public 
in attendance. 
So it is full Stc:un ahead for TNfC. As we 

move into che spawning season a range of 
fucilitics in tl1e hatchery will be operating 
ag.1in in preparation for the raising of next 
years·crop'for the children's fish-Out pond. 
TI1e next few months wiU be a good time 
to come down :u,d have a look at differem 
aspec1s of the hatcher)' working, the wide 
variet)' of displays, 111e Riverwalk fishery 
museum or juSt simpl)' for a pleasant stroll 
through the native bush or beside the 
Tong.1rir0 River. See you there! 



MatkVcnman 
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Fig:u.re 1: Level of Lake 
"l:lupo during recent 

years (courtesy ofwww. 
miglnyrh·crpower.co.nz) 
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Titis catfish is :tbou1 as 

big as 1hcy get in L1kcTaupo 

Photo supplied 

Catfish in a goldfish bowl 

T
his summer marked the 12th 
consecutive year of monitoring 
catfish in Lake Taupo. Although 

catfish do not appear to be having an 
affect on the trout population it is still 
valuable to keep an eye on what is hap
pening to the population. Th.is article 
summarises the data collected last 
summer and compares it to previous 
years to identify any trends within the 
catfish population. 
Of particular interest this summer was 

JAN2007 JA«2008 

d1e exceptionali)' low level of Lake 
Taupo (Figure I). In previous years we 
have had the opposite where the lake 
has been exceptionally high especially 
during mid summer, which had the affect 
of increasing the usable habitat as the 
rushes flooded around Waihi Bay. This 
summer, available habitat was reduced 
and it will be interesting to see what 
affect this has had on the catfish popula
tion in fmure years. The low lake level 
also made setting sampling nets difficult 
as finding die correct depth anywhere 
near the rushes was extremely difficult 
this summer. The dense, partly exposed 
weed beds also made accessing the 
sampling sites at Waihi very difficult by 
dinghy. 
However, despite these problems, the 
catches of catfish this summer were 
similar to recent years with almost 2,200 
being caught from 7; nets set overnight 
equating to an over.tu catch rate of 29.3 
catfish per night, per net. In comoarison to 
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OccL�ionally c.ufish a.re 
caught on a fly, 

hut tlley arc ineffective 
predators of lh•e smelt 

PIJOtO Uy Jaret/ Gocd/JIIYI 

Figu� 2: Catch rates of 
catfish during the summer 

months since 1997 

previous summers the catd1 rate iS below 
the annual average of 36.1 catfiSh per net 
In recent years the population appears 
to have stabilised at levels lower than 
recorded in the late 19<.>0's (Figure 2). 
During droughts and low lake levels, 
catfish are one of the better suited 
species to survive these harsh conditions 
and can even live out of water for se,•eral 
days. They are also capable of spawn
ing essentially anywhere there is warer. 
Once hatched the catfish fry remain 
in tight schools and so can effective!)' 

live in a goldfish bowl if needed. Once 
conditions improve and the habitat rep
resents a swimming pool instead, then 
the catfish can spread our. Given their 
robustness, the relatively low l ake level 
this summer may not have had such an 
in1pact as first thought as the popula
tion has remained relative!)' stable over 
recent years. 
\Vaihi Bay remains the most productive 
of the three sites sampled producing 
1,210 catiish or ;;.2% of d1e total catch 
this summer, which was on par with the 
annual average. This was followed by 

Moruoapa with 943 catfish (43%) which 
was also very similar to the annual 
average. Whakaipo produced onl)' 41 
catfish ( 1 .9%) although low catches are 
the norm at this site .  A lack of suitable 
habitat is likely to be a reason for their 
low numbers at the nord1ern end of the 
lake. Over the 12 year period, Waihi has 
accounted for almost ;8% of the total 
recorded catch followed by Motuoapa 
on approximately 40%. 
As pan of our monitoring programme, 



a sub sample of catfish are measured, 
weighed and se..xed. This provides us 
with a wealth of information on the 
size structure of the population ancl the 
general condition of the fish over time. 
This summer catfish were on par with 
those caught during recent years but 
were longer and heavier in general than 
those caught dut"ing the mid to late 90's. 
Overall, the condition of these catfish 
has changed very little over the 12 year 
period and does not seem to be affected 
significantly by any ch.inges in the popu
lation size. Catfish caught at \Vlmkaipo 
had a slightly higher condition factor 
than those from the two southern sites 
buc overall they were generally similar 
regardless of their location. 
Male catfish outnumbered females by 
2.2: I which is the highest sex ratio out 
of the lase 12 summers. lmercstingly, the 
percentage of males within the popula
tion bas been increasing since the late 
90's and now accounts for two thirds of 
the numbers. Ir is thought that survivor
ship is greater amongst male catfish due 
to the costs of the higher reproductive 
effort and/or successive spawnings in 
females. 
The stomach contents of catfish are 
analysed every three years co deter
mine if they are affecting any food 
sources for trout, as the reduc-
tion in smelt over recent years 
anglers may quickly point the 
finger at catfish. However, very 
few smelt arc ever found in the 
stomachs of catfish. This is clue 
to catfish being opportunistic 
feeders rather than active pred
ators that specifically target 
certain prey items. Any smelt 
eaten are likely to be due to 
the catfish picking up the dead 
smelt from the bottom of the 
Jake rather than preying on 
chem while they arc still aUve 
and actively swimming around. 
In previous articles in Target 
Taupo we have also shown 

that catfish will consume koura or cray
fish but they need to be of large size 
(>250mm) before they can begin tack 
ling these larger prey items. Although 
Koura arc being consumed by catfish 
and are therefore not available to trout, 
they still only form a very small part 
of the diet of catfish as they do with 
rainbow trout. 
Thus overall, the summer of 2007 /08 
was a stable one for catfish in LakeTaupo 
with another average catch race com
bined with an average distribution. It 
appears that consistent with what often 
happens when a species is introduced 
into a new habitat, the population has 
gone through a cycle of boom, peaking 
in 2000 and since stabilised at a lower 
level. Catfish were slightly larger than in 
the early years but were still on par with 
recent years. Despite the low lake level 
which made setting the nets difficult, 
catches were still similar to those made 
during more recent years when the lake 
has been higher than normal. It will be 
interesting to sec what affect the lower 
lake level will have on the progeny of 
catfish that were spawned this summer 
and whether this affects their Slcrvival, 
but given the hardiness of the species 
we should expect similar catches of 
catfish again in future years. 

a 
Parklands Motorlodge 
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An Alligator at the Trout Centre? 

W
U, . . . ..... nor quite, but there 
ertainly are some other excit-
1g opportunities coming to 

the u-out centre, like an aquarium! 
The Tongariro National Trout Centre 
(fNTC), is undergoing a bit of a make
over and we are always looking for ways 
to develop the site. 
The aquarium concept 
Currently one of tl1e most popular and 
effective displays is tl1e underwater 
viewing chamber .  The chamber allows 
visitors to view trout in their namral sur
roundings. As a display it is  very simple 
but clearly the combination of living 
fish, clear water and a natural stream 
setting captures peoples imagination.This 
concept is to be extended to allow people 
to view a number of different freshwater 
fish species in a 'natural' aquarium. 
This vision originated back in 2004 with 
Glenn Maclean, Programme Manager, 
Technical Support and Herwi Scheltus our 
Landscape Architect .  It was envisioned 
as some sort of outdoor aquarium that 
people walk through and possibly under, 
set in a bush setting so that the trees, 
sights and sounds of the site become an 
important part of the backdrop. It would 
not be banks of aquariums but rather a 
seamless stream which flows around the 

visitor in a transparent moulding, similar 
to the approach used at places like "n1e 
National Aquarium' in Napier. The design 
brief was d1at the visitor should feel they 
are on the stream bottom looking our at 
the in.habitants and the wider world. 
The National Aquarium - Napier 
Representatives from DOC and the 
Tongariro National Trom Centre Society 
visited Napier 10 meet with Operations 
Manager, Rob Yarrall and his staff, in par
ticular Kerry Hewitt. 
The National Aquarium was opened in  
1956 under the War Memorial Hall in 
the form of a weekend fish show by the 
Mawke's Bay Aquarium Society. As with 
many new entities it went through many 
transformations :md in this case it was 
due to its huge success. It was identified 
as being too small, and the success of 
the aquarium in its cramped conditions 
led to the proposal of a joint aquarium 
and clolph.in pool. In 1964 an architec
ture firm was commissioned co design 
such a complex.The main dolphin pool 
and the kidney shaped pool next to that 
were opened in 1966. 
By June 1971, 1 million people had 
visited the basement aquarium and the 
executive was still trying to get a new 
building. In 1973 planning commenced 



'fhis aqu arium :u111c 

National Aquariun'l iJlu:itrates 
the concept we are seeking 

where the aquarium is more 

lhan just a glass 1.ank 

Pbou, l>y: Kim Al<!.Ya11der

Turit1 

and the circular cwo storey design with 
a 350,0001. oceanarium was suggested. 
On the 10th December 1976 the new 
aquarium was opened and within the ftrst 
year had won the NZ Tourism Award as 
well as the Building Design for a round 
building made from square bricks. 
The first year saw 230,000 people pass 
through its doors (at a time when the 
population base was 50,000 people in 
Napier), :md the first 5 years saw over 
190,000 people visit per year. 
Izzy the alLigator arrived at tl\e National 
Aquarium in 1990 and he is a real draw 
card for the visiling public. 

Our Aquarium 
The visit to the National Aquarium was 
valuable in a number of ways. ft identi· 
fled a number of advantages of our site, 
including a ready source of high quality 
clear water, a narnral outdoor setting and 
compatible activities. 
It also helped us see solutions to some of 
the difficulties we were facing, like how 
to display species of native fish which 
are generally ac1<11owJedged to be secre
tive and difficult to view, and which also 
tend to be very similar in appear-�nce. We 
saw examples of how to overcome the 
need to keep species like koura, trout 
and eels separate from other species 
and most importamly,how to ensure the 
containment of pest species. 

The aquarium will require some sore 
of hidden partitioning to keep some 
species apart. Species on display would 
be typical of the central North Island 
and could include rainbow, brown and 
brook trout, native gataxi.ids (whitebait 
species), bullies, smelt, koura (freshwa
ter crayfish), goldfish, eels, catfish and 
kakahi (freshwater mussel). It may not 
be feasible to keep pest fish species not 
currently established in lake Tau po due 
to the risk of escape bur if containment 
can be assured then these species coulcl 
include perch, rudd, tench and koi carp. 
We have seen several very sophisti· 
cated freshwater aquariums around the 
country but what makes us special will 
be the outside open concept we can 
offer.111e key to setting theTNTC aquar
ium apart is to take advantage of the 
site's unique natural setting and stream 
flow. 
We appreciate the valuable assistance 
and advice tbat we have received from 
the National Aquarium which makes our 
job that little bit easier in designing our 
own special place and we acknowledge 
their willingness to share their hard 
eamed experiences. 
The concept and drawings are in the 
process of  being finalised -now it's just a 
case of raising funds to bring our project 
that little bit doser -and maybe Izzy can 
come visit! 
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8y Nathan Walker 

Top: Debris from 1hc flood 

c1ox:d the s1rcam mouth 

Slr:tln<.ling lr()ut 

P/Joto by:Jobn Gibbs 
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Mapara Mayhem 

T
he Mapara Stream is a tributary 

that feeds into Whakaipo Bay 

on the northern shores of Lake 

Taupo. L ike other smaller streams, it 

plays a small but important contribution 

to the ovemll spawning run particularly 

at the northern encl of the lake where 

suitable streams arc few and far between. 

lt is often surprising how many fish 

actually use such streams. They can 

often look closed to fish passage but 

the numbers spotted upstream attest to 

their viability. 

As the only stream of any significance 

berween the hills easr of Kinloch and 

west of Acacia Bay respectively, Mapam 

Stream also plays an important role in 

the drainage of surrounding farmland. 

In times of heavy rainfall however, the 

stream cannot cope with this large run

off ,md is susceptible to flooding. This is 

further exacerbated by the narrow gully 

it encounters before entering the lake. 

In early May this year, there was a day 

when 120mm feU in only 6hrs. The fol· 

lowing details the damage that occurred 

and the corresponding work for the 

fisher)' team. 

On the day after the downpour a staff 

member who lived in the area Stopped 

off to check the stream. He quickly 

ascertained that the mouth had basically 

been blown out, there were stranded 

crout scartered in various pools, and that 

the access track had been completely 

washed away. On this occasion the local 

knowledge of a staff member brought 

the issue ro attention. llowever, it is 

often information provided by anglers 

that brings about timeti• action for such 

matters. 

L�tcr that day we arrived with hand 

ners and shovels to salvage the 20+ 

trout stranded in various pools. We also 

had co dig a temporary channel to both 

avoid further strandings and allow fish 



Rlgbt: R;tn)ter John \Vebb 
opcnin,t; up the.: 

�trc:un ror fhh pa�s;t�c 
filxuo supplte,I 

lklo": �JthJJ\ &Julie 

Grt�;t,·c� digging 
1hc nc"' channel 

P/Jow �,·:.fobu Gibbs 

access into the ,Lream. Over t lie follow
ing months the new channel was closely 
monitored :111d occasionally modified 
:1, it found it, natural bed and the rip 
,lowly mo,ed wc,twards. 

With the accc» track now :1 4m cliff
face a new route down LO the mouth 
wa, needed. Within the week our DOC 
colleagues from the Taupo Field Centre 
were on the job and a new tr:1<:k was 
formed. It wa, a good example of where 
the Fishery Arca benefits from the wider 
the resource, made available in the 
Dcpanment locally. 

A check of the lower stream found that 
there was a number of logjam, caused 
by falling tree, :md debris swept down 
in the flood. l.·ucr that week a team was 
back at the site with chainsaw, in hand, 
10 clear block:ige, extending b:,ck hun
dreds of metres from the mouth. Whilst 
doing this work it was decided that the 
stream bed it,clf would be thoroughly 
cleared all the \Y:l)' back to .\lapara Road. 
Thi:, work is ongoing as the culvert is 
:tpproxlmateli• 1.2 kms awit)'. The dense 
bl:tckberry found in places c:m be both 
a good and a had thing. IL provide, good 
cover to trout on their travels, keep, the 
MrL01m tempcr:uure cooler and acts to 
J>J'evcnt the b:mk eroding. Fu rthermore 

it certain!)' act" :i. :, deterrent to :my 
illcg:11 acth·itic:, along the hanks (a,- our 
bed-clearing ranger, can attest too!). 
llowcver, it has the tcndencr to tr:tp 
debri> where it lies in the bed it.elf and 
cau,c obstmction,. 

With the above job, done the Map:tra 
b now back in bm,inc� as a spawning 
Stream for the winter with access 10 the 

mouth for angler.. Finally, we grc:ttl)' 
appreciate anr information from anglers 
or the public :u large concerning storm 
d:tm:tgc. Working together we can keep 
our fisht:I')' in great shape. 



lNGREOIENTS 
50gmsbuttcr 
4SOg.ms potatoes. peeled and finely .\ii.iced 
2 cloves garlic. fin el)• sliced 
1 red onion, finel)' .sliced 
.:,prigs of rose.mar)' 
2 r:1.5hcrs of streaf...'Y bacon rooghl)' chop�-d 
4 trout fillets about L75gms .. -a.ch 
SOgms shredded almonds, bro,vned 
2 tahtespoons horse radish cream 
250g Cri:mc fr:liChe 
juj ce of -a lemon 
salt and pepper 

These caddis lar,..ae were found in two trout caught in 
Waddds Pool ,Jul)• 2008.111c pile on the left w·as from a 1kg 

jack :md the pile on 1hc right from :1 1.8kg ;ack. Some of 
them ,vere still al ive and squirming :lrou1ld. 

c::.,n1gh1 by Jonathan Wilson and a friend. 
Sem iu byjar<,'fl GocdJx111, Sporting Life. 

A nice brown trom caught and rcleaSt:d in the Breakfast Pool. 
Jul)' 2008 by :mAmcrican guest of Creel Lodge. He only had a 
tOl b scale :md it went way off the end. 
Sent /11 by/alf'tl Goetlhflrl, Spor1/11g Life, co111·1,sy of Clf'e/ l/:xlge 
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) 
MllTHOO: Use a knob of butter t0 grease a large dish. Lay sliced potatO on dish. Scatter 
in garlic, ottion, rosemary, bacon and season. Bake at 200 degrees for 20 minutes or until 
golden. Arrange fillecs on top of potatoes and add remaining butter. Scatter on almonds 
and season. Cook for ;-6 minutes or until fish is cook�d. i\'lix together the creme fraichc 
and horse radish with the lemon juice and seasoning to make a sauce. Serve the fish and 
potaroes dressed with the sauce to accompany. 

1bls recipe lsfiom rbe trour ,t>Cl�book nwmly produced b)' /I)(! RotatJ' Oub o/Twrmgl. 11JC t>ook Isa collt11Jo. 
ralifm ()ehllf!(Ju Raewyn O,oombrftlge, Dat1fcl f/ig})(ml anti Gm,/n 0'0>11110,; mu/ is $()/ti lt;H.·,11/y /() mi.se funds 
for local community projccts.11JC publication bas been a ,:ery, stl(XCssfi1/ wllb 760 roplcs sold to tk11C. 
You c::m buy:t copy from 10C311\ir:mgi outlets.Nc:wWortd,!\'ayJor·s: Dookston:,Sporting .life: and the Riverw:dk 
Visitor U.-i1tre :u thcTongatiro N:uionaJlrout Centre or by email Ndl Groombridge: ngroom@x'tra,co.nz 

If you would like lO make contribulions to Taupo Tails (letters, photos. :tnything of intere::.t) 
please write to KimAlcxandcr-1\1ria,Taupo Fisher)•, Private Bag.Turangi or em�•il Kim your co111ri butions to kturia@doc.govt. nz. 



Mark of a Good Angler 
By Glenn Maclean 

S
o far so good. Didymo has still not 
been detected in the North Island 
and it's really encouraging to see 

more and more anglers and other users 
actively cleaning their gear and taking 
responsibility to do their bit. 
As part of the campaign to encourage 
Taupo anglers to actively clean their 
fishing gear, the Central North Island 
Diclymo Partnership Group have pro 
duced a declardti0n form for anglers to  
sign. In  return for undcrtaking to  clean 
their gear anglers are provided with a 
free retractable zinger reel ro wear on 

"IT IS IMPERKITVE THAT YOU RIGOROUSLY CLEAN 
YOUR WADING BOOTS WHATEVER TYPE THEY ARE" 

J ay Ocnneu with one of the 
oew zinger reel-;. 

Pboto by:Mlke Nichol.son 

their fishing vest. It's useful in its own 
right to hang your forceps or line cutter 
from, but this distinctive reel has also 
rapidly become a badge of being a good 
angler who cares for their sport. 
These reels are only available from local 
Taupo and Turangi tackle shops so if 
you would like your own one on your 
vest, call in and ask. We would also like 
10 acknowledge the proactive way thac 
some of these shops have embraced 
this campaign, and really reinforced the 
didymo message with anglers buying 
their new season licences. 
In other news,Fish and Game NZ are pro
posing to seek a ban on anglers wearing 
felt soled wading boors over the rest of 
New Zealand, to remove this potential 
vector for the spread of clidymo. Our 
view, as managers of the Taupo Fishery, 
is that while fell soled boots are more 
difficult ro clean, ultimately all boors are 
equally risl..-y if they are not cleaned at 
all. The rcsearch shows that any boots 
that remain clamp have an equally high 
concentration of live didymo cells on 
them before they are cleaned. By focus
ing on felt soled boots we believe there 
is the potential of sending the message 

chat other footwear is less risky, which 
is nor the case. Ultimately the key is that 
anglers rigorously clean any footwear, 
including the laces, often multi layers 
of the lining and the stitching. Perhaps 
the easiest and most reliable way to be 
Sltre of this is to throw your boots in the 
freezer overnight. Cleaned this way felt 
soled bootS are no greater risk but we 
acknowledge it is 1101 easy to freeze your 
boors in a camper van or between rivers 
on the same day. However the respon
sible action is to avoid fishing multiple 
rivers in the same day anyway, the risk 
is too great. 
Nevertheless we also realise that i t  
would be  nonsensical for  the ban LO 
apply over the rest of the country 
but nor at Taupo. ·rherefore, with the 
support of the Taupo l'ishery Advisory 
Committee, we have agreed that if the 
Fish and Game ban comes in we will 
also seek to amend the Taupo Fishing 
Regulations to prevent the use of felt 
soled boots here. To be absolutely 
clear about this, felt soled boots arc 
not banned atTaupo at this stage but a 
prohibition may occur in the next few 
months if a similar ban occurs over the 
rest of NZ. The ban on their use will 
be widely publicised if and when i t  
occurs. None of  rhis changes the fact 
that it is imperative that )'OU rigorously 
clean y011r wading boots, whatever 
type they are. 
So the campaign continues. There is 
a risk of people tiring of the message 
but the key is that we simply develop 
the behaviour of cleaning our gear as 
a routine part of any outdoor trip. We 
don't think about it, it's just what we do 
as a matter of  course. The issue may be 
didymo today, but there are any number 
of other nasties out there that it could 
be tomorrow. It's now part and p:trcel of 
taking pan in the sport we cherish and 
the mark of a good angler. 
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By Mike Nicholson 

Mike Nicholson c:1sting 

from his favori te pool 

· upper birch 

Pwto /Jy 
Kim Al<•.\'fll1tlC'Y.T11ril1 

New to the BigT 

E
arly January, standing at the edge 

of the Tongariro River clmchi11g 

my trembling wee 6-weight rod 

and sighting the Birch Pool for the.: first 

time, I must admit to feeling somewhat 

apprehensive about just how I was going 

to find a fish to catch in this famous and 

expansive piece of w,tter. Numerous 

trips to the Rotorua region, fishing the 

lake edge and smaller streams, had nor 

prepared me fo1· this imposing and 

revered river. Even previous experience 

on the might)' Waikato with its slow 

moving and deep flow appeared to offer 

little hope in the way of a clue to unlock

ing the secrets of theTongariro. 

My rod, by now in a srate of total shock 

and 11-ying desperately t0 return to a 

nice little spring creek, hid in the bt,shcs 

while I sat and observed a couple of 

anglers regularly catching and landing 

a succession of fish on an increasingly 

evident evening rise. This was some

thing new. All the books I'd read over 

the years extolUng the virtues of this 

famous fishery had seemed devoted to 

t11e deeply sunk lure and more latterly 

to weighte<.I nytn.PhS of immense pro

portions,propelled long distances to the 

head of very famousli• named pools.The 

appearance of a number of fish feeding 

on or just under the surface gave me 

new hope. 

Somewhat forrnitously, after a short rime 

one of the angl ers joined me on the bank 

and enquiced as co the whereabours of 

my fishing paraphernalia. After explain· 

ing that this was new water (or me and 

a period of observation appeared LO be 

the order of the day, he very graciously 

demonstrated his set up, a floating line, 

very short leader and a small bedraggled 

Un-weighted hare and copper. "Just fish 

it down and :tcross mate, it's the easiest 

way lO catch a fish in this river ar t11is 

time of year", were his words of advice 

and very helpftil they would prove to be 

in the coming weeks. I did not fish that 

night but the very next evening I caught 

my first brace ofTongariro raiobows. 

The second piece of good luck I enjoyed 

during the first few weeks fishing the 

Tongariro was having access to the 

advice of Dave Conley, someone who 



Summer :utd autt1 mn opt.ions 

PbotO !>)' 

Kim Alc:"1:a,u/m.,,Tttrla 

knows the river very well indeed. The 
bare :u,d copper was soon changed to 
a deer hair caddis pattern in a variety 
of sizes tbat really appeared to spark 
Lile atLention of the trout. Much enjoy
menr ensued over the next month or so 
during the twilight hours and just after. 
As is often the case,aU good things come 
to an end and with the disappearance of 
tbe caddis I was once again flummoxed 
as to quite how to approach the rivec 
The answer appeared once again in the 
form of Dave. A short afternoon fishing 
d1e river on a sultry February day with 
hin1 ensured I caught the 'dry fly' bug 
well and truly. Now I do not profess 
t0 much confidence with the dry fly at 
the best of times, so being encoucaged 
to tie on a very big cicada or 'stimula· 
tor' pattern and e,xplore the riffles and 
pocket water with a short and hopefully 
aceur:ite cast did not inspire much confi
dence. How wrong I was to be, with pre
semation and a stealthy approach low on 
the list of requirements for success, this 
was a perfect scenario for the six-weight 
and mt:. Once again much enjoyment 
ensued for a period of Lime on a succes
sion 9f hungry mending r:iinbows, with 
the odd well conditioned fish thrown in 
for good measure. 
\Xlid1 summer dr:iwing to a close and a 
bite to the air appearing in the evenings, 
the hatch began to dwindle. Witll plenty 
offish stiU boldiJ1g in the edge water.once 
again a new technique was called for. 111is 

ti.me I did revert back to my night tin1e 
lake edge e::xpcriencc and experimented 
with fishing a slo,v sinking line down and 
across the pools and runs with a Woolly 
Bugger or Craig's NightTime on a reason
ably short and sturdy leader. It certainly 
took some tin1e to discover quite where 
the fish were stationed in the river at 
night, though when just on the point of 
giving up a fish or two gave the game 
away. For a period this technique was rea
sonably productive and a lot of fun. 
1 guess I learned a few things in those 
initial months. Summer and autumn 
fishing on the river can be ve,,' procluc
Live, and a heck of a lot of fun to boot. 
r-or those of us new to tbe river there are 
a variety of techniques that will catch 
fish other than those nonnally associated 
with the Tongariro and its winter runs. 
Secondly, a little assistance and obser
vation of those that fish the river on a 
regular basis can save a lot of misguided 
effort. 111e Tongariro is a large piece of 
water and can produce a certain kind of 
anxiety tor angler and rod alike when first 
making its acquaintance. \Vilh a degree of 
patience and persevecance, we begin 10 
understand a little of where the fish may 
be at any given time of d1e year and enjoy 
the variety of opportunities tbe river 
offers us .  
AS I am writing this the Kaim:miwas have 
their first dusting of snow aod there's 
rain on the window pane. I'm told the 
first decent runs from the 1:,ke can be 
expected.The wee six-weight may well 
get some respite during the winter, as 
I am sure something with a liule more 
amhoriry may be called for. 
I intend to approach the winter fishing 
in much the same manner as earlier in  
the year. Find somewhere or  someone 
ro observe, ask questions and chen give 
it a go . .First I will need tO learn to cast a 
heavy nymph, if for no other reason than 
ro avoid too much damage to the back 
of my head. I'll need plenty of practice. 
What a shame cbe only way to achieve 
rhis is to go fisbing. 
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n>' Taihapc Arc-a School 

\Vhc1l TaihaJ)e Arca school 
approached us to help 

with one of thdr latest 

proj ects we we.re only too 

happy 10 oblige ... 

Taihape Gasbags 

On Wednesday the 11th of June 
three of our Year 12 biology 
class at Taihape Area School 

(Kendra Mower, Rebec<.-a Somerville and 
Kendra Pye) dissected a trout (thanks 
to Tongariro National Trout Centre for 
donating it), a sheep's lung (supplied 
Alex Wongs 8utchery,Taihape), three rats 
(supplied by Victoria University) and five 
locusts (supplied by 8io l.ab,AuckJand). 
Our class is doing a comparative study 
on the gas exchange system of three 
different animal g1·oups, bony fish, 
mammals and insects. This practical 
experience enabled us to look at the dif 
ferent gas exchange structures hands-on. 
lt was great! It helped us to see how the 
organs were positioned in the animals 
and this e.xperience t0gether with our 
theoretical research helped us greatly in 
our comparative stud)'. 
We were shocked to discover that water 
contains less than 1% of oxygen whereas 
air has 21 % of oxygen! Fish live in water 
and have an active life style. They need 
to get oxygen from the water rapidlr.As 
the oxygen concentration is so low in 
the water, the gas exchange process bas 
to be highly efficient. Efficient diffusion 
takes place in the gills because the gills 
have folded filaments with projections 
called lamellae which allow them to 
have a very large surface area. We were 
surprised to find out that blood flowing 
through the gill capillary encounters 

water of increasing oxygen content. 
This is called the counter current effect 
which helps maintain the oxygen con 
centration gradient across the gill. 
In contrast terrestrial insects live in air. 
8et you didn'l know that insects don't 
use their haemolymph system (blood) 
to carry their oxygen arouJJd their body. 
Instead they use their simple trachea and 
tracheal tubes to deliver oxygen faster. 
TI1cy have a trachea system which con, 
sists of tubes connected to many spiracles. 
These spiracles allow entry and exit of gas 
into and out of their body.The oxygen dif
fuses <lirectly into the tissues and carbon 
clio:xide diffuses out rapidly to meet their 
active lifeslyle including flying. 
Mammals don't need such a high amount 
of energy all the time and instead use 
their blood system to transport oxygen 
around the body. Oxygen comes into 
rhe alveoli and the gases diffuse into 
the blood capillaries where it is then 
pumped around the body. 
We smdied what supports the gills and 
trachea in insects and mammals. Did 
you know that if fish are taken out of 
tht:ir habitat and put into air their gills 
collapse :md the fish will die? tr is not 
sin1ply because they unable to breathe 
out of water. Insects' trachea tubes are 
lined with chi.tin, a strong substance thar 
gives strength for the trachea and trache
oles. However the chitin can only take a 
certain amount of pressure which means 



the insect can only grow to a certain 
size, luckily for us. Mammals on the 
other hand have only one trachea which 
is lined with c-shaped cartilage which 
gives strength to stop it from collapsing. 
lt is able to take more pressure aUowing 
the animal to grow to a larger size. 
\Vow! We discovered heaps. What we 
mentioned above was only a needle in 
the hay stack. We now have improved 

They have four pa ir of gllls each 
supported by a bony arch. The gills 
arc made up of filaments that have 
a great many fol ds {lamellac) which 
are supported and kept apart from 
each other by water. This gives a 
high surface area for gas exchange. 

The dark lines called the dorsal 
artery transporters that carry 
oxygenated blood around the body. 

Fish Dissecting Project 
Level 2 Bio 

(Gas Exchange) 

D Atrium 

They have a two•chambered 
heart with a conus arteriosus 
that sends bl oods through the 
gills and a sinus venosus that 
coll ects blood from the rest of 
the body. A series of one way 
valve prevents the back flow of of 
blood. 

Looking at a diagram of a fish 
and the way the blood moves 
around the body 

our undersrnnding of diversity in 
animals because of their way of life 
and their habitat which enabled us to 
achieve our unit standard. The dissec
tion has prepared us for our end of the 
year e..xams which we hope ro ace. On 
behalf ofTaihape Area School we would 
like to acknowledge and thank all parties 
concerned with the supplying of the 
resources needed for our dissection. 

Gills 

� �  

� 

These are the gills and the heart 
separated. 

Cutting the fish down the spine 
to get a better look at the dorsal 
artery carrying the oxygonated 
blood. 
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B)' Julie Greaves 

Julie is a ranger responsible 

for visitor assets management. 
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Top: John Hur:t (NZFM) 

&Julie with the joint sign, 

reminding :i.nglcrs 

not to trespass 

PIJOto by Cilcm, MacJetm 

Preparing for winter 

I
t's a new )'ear but before we know it 
Easter has come and gone. the leaves 
on the trees are diminishing anct 

winter is starting to rear its cold head. 
In preparation for the influx of river 
anglers we gear up to maintain angler 
tracks on the eastern side of Lake Tau po 
including the Tongariro, Waiotaka, 
Waimarino, Tauranga:raupo, Hinemaiaia 
and Waitahanui Rivers. Even though we 

have endured a long hot summer the 
vegetation growth along these tracks 
stm managed to explode, limiting access 
to many of your favourite fishing spots. 
Moorland Services Ltd were the perfect 
contractors to take on such a chal
lenge. Armed with chainsaws and scrub 
cutters and ha,•ing completed the veg
etation trimming last year, thC)' knew 
exactly where to go and how to tackle 
it. The crew turned up before Easter and 

started on the Tongariro River as this 
would be the first river co receive high 
angler numbers. The sun was out in full 
force this week and the crew worked 
at a steady pace. \'(!hen lunchtime came 
around on the first day they decided 
a leisurely dip in the all too inviting 
Tongariro waters would be a good idea. 
I did warn them that the Tongariro was 
slightly cooler than I.akeTaupo but they 
did insist. Ont)' once though! 
After Easter they moved onto the tracks 
on conservation land at Waicahanu.i. With 
the wam1 sun still beating clown the crew 
managed co find three wasp nests lurking 
in the scrub. Out of a crew of six all but 
one ended up with nasty stings. On the 
positive side they received praise from 
two anglers who often wander these 
parrs of the river and who were delighted 
with the work clone. 



TheTaura1\ga-Taupo tracks had to wait 
until after Easter because of the fire risk, 
some of the track being in and close to 
the pine forests. Instead this work was 
completed in the last week of March. 
The river was ver)' low and the con
tractors were ver)' happy not having 
to venture too deep when crossing iL. 
They also cut around the track marker 
poles which were becoming over
grown.These can now be easily seen by 
anyone wandering along these tracks, 
which should reduce the chances of 
becoming geographically embarrassed. 
One crew made the most of the last of 
daylight saving working until 8 . 00pm 
one evening on the Hinemaiaia. The 
other crew wbo were working else
where started to wonder if they had 
fallen into the river and drownecl. 
The long dry spell finally ended on 
the last day of the mooth, the day the 
track work was completed.A big thanks 
goes out to Nick Doney and the team 
at Moorland Services for their quality 
work. I'm sure all anglers will appreci
ate the quaLit)' access this season to their 
favourite fishing possies. 
However this has not been the end of 
our track maintenance for the winter. 
As a consequence of the heavy rain in 
lateApril and again in July we have had 
ro re-route several sections of track on 
the Tauranga -Taupo from the main 
carpark to 1\1ki Street where the track 
was undercut or washed ouc. Further 
up, a section of 1 00m was also taken 
out and plans are to align a new section 
of track behind the vegetation here so 
as not to de-stabilise the bank in fmure 
floods. This work will have occurred 
by the time )'OU read this so that once 
again anglers have access almost to 
Kerern l.oclge without needing to cross 
the river. 
In association with NZ Forest Managers 
(NZFM) new 'No Trespassing' signs 
have been erected down Kiko Road 
where anglers and other users have 
been illegal!)' accessing Lhe river. 

Anglers are reminded to stick to the 
official walking track. We are working 
with Forest Managers to acld1·ess non 
compliance so there will be eyes 
watching these areas. 
A small \Om section on the Hinemaiaia 
was also re-routed as it was washed 
out in the same flood. Anglers will be 
pleased to know that we are extend
ing the Hinemaiaia track and creating 
improved access clown to the lake on 
the true left bank. 
The Tongariro track was affected by 
heavy rain. A !Om section above the 
Duchess Pool was re-routed as it had 
been bacll)' undercut creating a very sig 
nificant hazard for walkers and anglers. 
had it collapsed. 
Household rubbish dumped beside 
the Waitahanui track has been an issue 
for locals and has become unsightly 
to visitors. Vehicle barriers have been 
erected in the main carparks to help 
try to stop this problem. Gradual 
upgrade plans means we are re-pumic
ing areas of the Waitahanui track. Two 
sections between SM I and the Cliff 
pool bridge have become boggy so we 
have created drainage channels and 
partially realigned the track in these 
areas and are planning to pumice these 
side tracks. 
The Blue Pool, Admirals, Tautanga 
-Taupo, Waimarino and Hinemaiaia 
access roads have also just been given 
a recent vegetation trim. The contractor 
has cur a good distance into either side 
of the road so overhanging vegetation 
and blackberry won't scratch or damage 
vehicles. 
We have been working bard clearing 
tcacks over the past three months. 
Track damage and wind falls are 
expected throughout winter, but if you 
arc out on the tracks and encounter 
a tree down or a slip, please give us 
a call so we can repair i t  as soon as 
possible. 
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� Specialising In�

� 
r::;_ f"(� rP • Fresh & Saltwater Tacke· t 

. 
:A'� 

• Rod & Waders Hire • 
\ • Fi shing Licences ' 

• Hunting Permits )\ 
• fishing Guides & Boat Charters 
• Home stay accommodation 

and 24hr service 

Steve and 
Angela Barry 
(new owners) 
147 Tongariro Street 
Taupo 

Ph/Fax: 
07 378 3714 
Mobile: 
0274 458 964 

• Right on �,c banks of the world famous 
Tongariro River. 

• lnexrensivc riverside accommodation. 
TwinlDou bles from S55 pe,· night. 

• large shared Kitchenll)ining Room with all facili ties. • 1V Lounge with or,en fire and sun decks. 
• F•�hing guides available. 

15 Taupehi Road, Turangi 
New Zealand. Ph: (07) 3868 

150 Fax: (07) 386 8150 
Email: s ot·tsma11slod e@xtt·a.co.uz 

SUPERIOR HOMESTAY 
Right on the Tongariro River 

�

ih 
FISHING LODGE 

Ow the gate and you 
are in the Iskmd Pool 

Special Winter Rates 

for Fishermen: 2 nights 
includes cooked breakfasts. 
Single from $100 per nigh1 
Double from $120 per night 

lor reservations con1act 
your hosis: 

Margaret & Kenneth Toon 
155Taupah, Rd, Turang,, Ne\\ Zealand Ph 07 386 5538 

Fax 07 386 5356 Email· ,fo/o,fR,:(a,�,ru co 11: 

Turanai Cabins & 

Holiday Park 
• Campervans/Caravans • Tent Sites 

• 96 Budget Cabins • On-site caravans 

FACILITIES INCLUDES: 
• Kitchens & dining re><>ms catering for owr 100 p.oplt 

Laundrltt wilh autom11tk w:1.1hirtg mll(hints, 
drytrs & drying room 

• TY room • 880 3.rt2 • Table Ttnnis • Childrtns P� Arta 
• Ttltphont • Fish dtan.in& arta & fish frtut 

• Caravan & boJ.t sto�ge 

Ohuanga Rd, 
PO Box 41, Turangi 
Ph (07) 386 8754 

Kerertt� 
£,odge • 

Tauranga-Taupo 
Riverside Retreat 
secluded · unspoilt 

Phone 07 386 601 1 
Mobile 027 -464 2847 
Email yerex@xtra.co.nz 

�_lyfishingtaup�nz.com,, 

Creel Tackle House� 
189 Taupahi Road, Turangi 
Brian Scott: Phone/Fax 07 386 7929 

FLY FISHING TACKLE SPECIALISTS 

• Qual ity fly tyi ng materials 
• Hire tackle 
• Open 7 days 
Central North Island Agents for: 

,r,�,1 l9��-- <' 



• TARATA FISHAWAY • 
• ACCOMMODATIO:-!. GUIDf.O Oil u:,,:culDED FlSHl.-.:G. 

Situated in me remo«e Mol<ai Valley v1her1 the pkwresque 
Rangitik� River m .. rs the rugged Ruahfne Ranges. Unfque 
trout fishing right at our doorstep. 
Location, location, location. New! River Retreat, 
Spa Bath, Homestead, Fisherman's Collage, Trout 
Fishing, Rafting, Tramping, Spotlight Safaris, 
Camp Out's, "Mini" Golf, Clay Bird Shooting. o.ourHosts: Trudl& 

Stephen Mattock. 
Ph: 06 38ll 0354. 
Fax: 06 388 0954 

Wt�=:�;:::·tO.
ftZ 

f,f if 
fµ(O�� j  d 

zeara
� 

-.iew o//1!1',.,,,,
1 

I" ·,,sStd 
,1di"' 

• All standards of 
occommodolion 
from S25 per night 
per person 

• Solr cateri ng 
facilities ond BBQ 
oreos 

• A lo Corte 
Restaurant 

• Micro Brewery 
• Spo & Souno 
• We'll oven cook 

your cotchl 

fo, bookings: Box 174 Turangi 2751 
PH: ion 386 1492 FAX: ion 386 o 106 

1(gim.analf!}a, 73i&;ra, 
1,ICBNCED RESTAURANT 

ai the Kaimanawa Loclge. '/l1rangl 

Delicious food 
for hungry fishermen 

HOSTS: Chris and Marilyn 

258 'l'aupahi Road 
Phone 07 386 8709 

Fax 07 386 8768 ii 
1,mail chrls_ wrlght.@xtra.co.n, ! 



ur best 
kept Secret 

ei=•4i-i¥1•• 
The vi sion has been created. The desi gn team at Hai nes Hunter is 
proud to present this superb 6.6m. craft that meets the demand 
for mid-size hardtops. Our no compromise approach to the design 
has achieved functional ity with grace and style. The Haines Hunter 
SS660 is a new boat, designed and built from scratch. The hull is 
a compl etely new development. The 21 degree deep V that is the 
standard for Hai nes Hunter has been taken to a new level that 
provides maximum beam aft (for stability and fi shing room) 
combined with a totall y new approach to the forward sections. 
The fine entry provides softness in the ri de. Add our famous 
planing strakes to provide maxi mum lift for performance and 

dryness and we have "the ride" that only Haines s· 
Hunter boats share. The pedigree of this design · · 

·. 
exhibits superb, vice free handling without the 
need for big horse power. Insi de the boat is big, 
very big, with huge cockpit space for fishing 
or diving and no compromise for family comfort. · · · · 

The Sports Sedan Hard Top offers protecti on from the elements 
along with a great look. Excellent seated visi bility with all drivi ng 
& electronics functions at your fingertips. Spend some ti me and 
enj oy a thorough look at this all new Hai nes Hunter SS660. 
We are very proud of this new machine. It's a beauty. 

Haines Hunter NZ Lid, 80 Cawley Street or P.O. Box 11015, Ellerslie, Auckland, New Zealand. 
Free Phone 0508 HAINES, Phone 09 579 9661, Fax 09 525 0173. 

Email sales@halneshunter.co.nz · www.haineshunter.co.nz 
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